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New Delhi.Agencies

A Public Interest Litigation
(PIL) has been filed in the
Supreme Court seeking
directions to utilise PM
Cares Fund for immediate
procurement of COVID-19
vaccine and install oxygen
plants and other essential
equipment in the 738 dis-
trict hospitals across the
country amid the virulent
second wave of Covid-19. 

Supreme Court coun-
sel Advocate Viplav Sharma
knocked the doors of the
Apex Court to direct the
Union Secretary and all
Chief Secretaries States to

ask the Members of
Parliament and Members of
Legislative Assemblies to
spend their funds in a disci-
plined manner with full
transparency.

The plea also prayed
for the directions to the
Centre and state govern-
ments to ensure that all the
private/ charitable hospitals
within their respective
jurisdiction/administration

procure, install and com-
mission facilities to provide
medical oxygen to their
patients.Challenging the
April 24 notification issued
by the Centre to the extent it
capped the exemption from
import duty granted to
medical equipment, for
three months, the PIL
pointed out the stipulated
period is too short.

The PIL further urged
the court to direct state gov-
ernments to set up electric
and other crematoriums in
all cities and also maintain
and improve the condition
of existing electric cremato-
riums.

New Delhi.Agencies

India's infection caseload
spiked to 2.43 crore cases
after 3.26 lakh cases were
recorded in over 24 hours,
the Union Ministry of
Health reported on
Saturday.Up to 3,980 people
have lost their lives during
the same time frame, taking
the overall death toll to
2,66,207. The country
presently has 36,73,802
active cases at 15.07 per
cent with as many as
3,53,299 people being dis-
charged in a single day.
With this, the total number
of recoveries have spiked
to 2,04,32,898 at 83.83 per

cent.According to the
Indian Council of Medical
Research (ICMR), the total
number of tests done dur-
ing the previous day
1 6 , 9 3 , 0 9 3 . M e a nwh i le ,
more than 18 crore vaccine
doses have been adminis-
tered in the country till
Friday, according to the
H e a l t h
M i n i s tr y. M a h a r a s h tr a
reported 39,923 new coro-
navirus disease (Covid-19)
cases and 695 deaths, fol-
lowed by Kerala (34,694),
Karnataka (41,779), Tamil
Nadu (31,892), Andhra
Pradesh (22,018), West
Bengal (20,839), Uttar
Pradesh (15,747) and Delhi

(8,506) in the past 24
hours.The six most affected
states by total cases are
Maharashtra (5,309,215),
Karnataka (2,130,267),
Kerala (2,085,583), Uttar
Pradesh (1,596,727), Tamil
Nadu (1,531,377), Andhra
Pradesh (1,388,803), and
Delhi (1,380,981).India has
started deploying Russia's
Sputnik V coronavirus vac-
cine, making it the first for-
eign-made shot to be used
in the country. The single-
dose variant Sputnik Light
will cost ? 995.40 including
tax for a shot, according to
Dr Reddy's Laboratories,
which is manufacturing the
vaccines in India.

New Delhi.Agencies

The Indo-Tibetan Border
Police (ITBP) stress coun-
sellors on Saturday con-
ducted a yoga session at
Sardar Patel Covid Care
Center and Hospital at
Radha Soami Satsang Beas
in Chhatarpur here.

The session witnessed
active voluntary participa-
tion from the patients.

More than 300
patients on oxygen-sup-
ported beds are being treat-
ed at the centre by ITBP.

On May 12 the ITBP
deployed stress councilors
for de-stressing these
Coronavirus infected
patients admitted here.A
World Health Organisation
(WHO) India also visited
this Covid facility by Dr
Vishesh who praised the

efforts being made at the
SPCCC by the Doctors,
paramedics, and stress
counsellors of the force.

According to the ITBP
officials, the Centre had
admitted around 1,065
patients requiring oxygen
support from April 26 till
May 11.

"Yoga and meditation
sessions by ITBP stress
counsellors for COVID-19
patients at Sardar Patel
Covid Care Centre, Radha
Soami Beas, Chhatarpur.
From April 26 till now, the
Centre admitted 1,065
patients requiring oxygen
support," ITBP informed in
a statement issued on
Tuesday.

ITBP IG Anand
Swaroop has been visited
this facility to review
ground arrangements.

Chandigarh.Agencies

Chief Minister Capt
Amarinder Singh on
Saturday slammed Yogi
Adityanath over his inflam-
matory tweet on the decla-
ration of Malerkotla as the
23rd district of Punjab,
terming it an attempt to
incite communal hatred in
the peaceful state as part of
the BJP�s divisive policies.

Contrasting the commu-
nal harmony in Punjab with
the divisiveness being pro-
moted by the Yogi Adiyanath
government in Uttar
Pradesh, Capt Amarinder
Singh asked the former to
stay out of his state�s affairs,
which are in much better
shape than those in UP under
the divisive and destructive
BJP government, which has
been actively promoting
communal discord in the
state for the past over four
years.�What does he (Yogi
Adityanath) know of
Punjab�s ethos or the history
of Malerkotla, whose rela-

tionship with Sikhism and its
Gurus was known to every
Punjabi? And what does he
understand of the Indian
Constitution, which is being
brazenly trampled every day
by his own government in
UP?� asked the Chief
Minister, in a strong reaction
to his UP counterpart�s tweet,
describing Malerkotla�s new
status as a �sign of the divi-
sive policies of the Congress.�

The whole world
knows of the communally
divisive policies of the BJP,
and particularly the Yogi
Adityanath government in
UP, he said.

Pointing to the spate of
changes in names of vari-
ous UP cities, including
Mughal Sarai to Pandit
Deen Dayal Upadhyay
Nagar, Allahabad as
Prayagraj and Faizabad as
Ayodhya, he dubbed it an
attempt by the Yogi govern-
ment to rewrite history,
which the peace-loving peo-
ple of India will never con-
done.

New Delhi.Agencies

Prime Minister Narendra
Modi on Saturday chaired a
high-level meeting to discuss
the Covid and the vaccina-
tion-related situation in the
country and directed that a
distribution plan for ensur-
ing oxygen supply in rural
areas should be worked out,
including through the provi-
sion of Oxygen
Concentrators. The Prime
Minister added that neces-
sary training should be pro-
vided to health workers in
the operation of such equip-
ment, and power supply
should be ensured for the
smooth operation of such
medical devices. Mr Modi
took serious note of some
reports about ventilators
lying unutilized in storage in
some states and directed
that an immediate audit of
installation and operation of
ventilators provided by the
Central Government should
be carried out.  The Prime
Minister added that refresh-
er training for properly
operating ventilators should
be provided to healthcare
workers if necessary. Mr
Modi said that India's fight
against Covid has been guid-
ed throughout by scientists
and subject experts and will
continue being guided by
them. During the meeting,

officials briefed the Prime
Minister about the vaccina-
tion process and the state-
wise coverage of 45+ popu-
lation. The roadmap for
future vaccine availability
was also discussed. Mr Modi

directed the officials to work
closely with states to ramp
up the speed of vaccination.
The officials briefed the
Prime Minister on the cur-
rent Covid related situation
in the country, the Prime

Minister's Office said in a
statement. Mr Modi was
briefed that testing has gone
up rapidly in the country,
from around 50 lakh tests
per week in early March to
around 1.3 crore tests per

week now. They also
informed the Prime Minister
about the gradually decreas-
ing test positivity rate and
increasing recovery rate. It
was discussed that cases
that had gone over 4 lakh

cases per day are now com-
ing down as a result of the
efforts by healthcare work-
ers, state governments, and
central government. The
officials gave a detailed pres-
entation on the state and dis-
trict level situation of Covid,
testing, oxygen availability,
healthcare infrastructure,
vaccination roadmap.  The
Prime Minister said that
localised containment strate-
gies are the need of the hour
especially for states where
TPR in districts is high. He
instructed that testing needs
to be scaled up further, with
the use of both RT PCR and
Rapid Tests, especially in
areas with high test positivi-
ty rates.  Mr Modi said that
states should be encouraged
to report their numbers
transparently without any
pressure of high numbers
showing adversely on their
efforts. 
The Prime Minister asked
for augmentation of health-
care resources in rural areas
to focus on door-to-door
testing and surveillance. He
also spoke about empower-
ing ASHA and Anganwadi
workers with all necessary
tools. Mr Modi asked for
guidelines to be made avail-
able in easy language along
with illustrations for home
isolation and treatment in
rural areas.                 

Ensure proper distribution of oxy-
gen supply in rural areas : PM

Amarinder slams Yogi over his
tweet on declaration of Malerkotla

as 23rd district of Punjab

New Delhi.Agencies

May 15(UNI) India on
Saturday registered a slight
decline of 31,091 Corona
cases in the past 24 hours,
the Union Health Ministry
said. 

The country recorded
3,26,098 fresh infections in
the last 24 hours, against yes-
terday's 3.43 lakh new
COVID-19 cases.

With this, the country's
active caseload stands at
36,73,802. It now comprises
15.07 per cent of the coun-
try's total positive cases. Ten
states reported 74.85 per
cent of the new cases in last

24 hours. Karnataka has
reported the highest daily
new cases at 41,779, fol-
lowed by Maharashtra
39,923 and Kerala
34,694.The National
Mortality Rate currently
stands at 1.09 per cent with
3,890 deaths being reported
in the same period.

With 3,53,299 people
recovering from the conta-
gion, total number of recov-
eries have spiked to
2,04,32,898 at 83.83 per
cent.The cumulative number
of COVID-19 vaccine doses
administered in the country
has exceeded 18 crore, the
Union Health Ministry said
on Saturday.

PIL in SC seeking directions to use PM
Cares fund for Covid vaccines, O2 plants

India sees slight fall of
over 30k Covid cases

India's Covid tally rises to 2.43 cr with
3.26 lakh infections in past 24 hrs

ITBP counsellors conduct
yoga session at Sardar

Patel COVID Care Center

New Delhi.Agencies

Chief Minister Arvind
Kejriwal on Saturday
announced that the Delhi
government is setting up
Oxygen Concentrator
Banks to provide oxygen
concentrators free of cost
to COVID-19 patients,
recovering either under
home isolation or who
might need oxygen post-
recovery. 

Mr Kejriwal said that
200 oxygen concentrators
will be set up in each of the
11 districts, which will be
delivered in 2 hours to
patients in need. Patients
who are not enrolled under
the home isolation protocol
of the Delhi government
may call 1031 and avail of
the oxygen concentrator
facility, he said.Addressing a
digital press conference
here, Mr Kejriwal said,
'From today, we are going
to begin another important
service -- Oxygen
Concentrator Banks. It has
been often observed that
whenever a person gets
infected with the virus,
their oxygen levels drop. If
they are given oxygen
immediately, their health
can be prevented from fur-
ther deterioration. If they

do not get timely oxygen,
things may worsen.
Therefore, COVID patients
must get timely oxygen. For
such patients, we have cre-
ated the Oxygen
Concentrator Bank (OCB),
and have set up 200 oxygen
concentrator banks in
every district of Delhi.'

'If patients under home
isolation require oxygen,
our team will ensure the
oxygen concentrator reach-
es their home within two
hours. A technician will also
accompany the team who
will explain to the family
members how to use the
oxygen concentrator. Apart
from this, several people in

recovery too are advised to
take oxygen at home for a
few days. For such people
too, oxygen concentrators
will be provided from the
Oxygen Concentrator
Banks,' the Delhi Chief
Minister said.'Our doctors
will stay in touch with all
those who are being given
oxygen concentrators. If the
need arises to send them to
a hospital, it will be taken
care of and when they
recover, the oxygen concen-
trators will be taken back
from them, sanitized, and
given to another patient for
use. If a COVID patient isn't
enrolled for home isolation,
they may dial 1031 to be

thus enrolled, and avail oxy-
gen concentrators.

However, our team of
doctors will first ensure
whether the person needs
an oxygen concentrator or
not. Post their affirmation,
the oxygen concentrator
will be delivered to
patients' homes,' he said.

'OLA Foundation and
Give India are helping us
deliver oxygen concentra-
tors to every house. We are
very grateful for their sup-
port,' Mr Kejriwal said.

Mr Kejriwal said, in the
last 24 hours, the number
of fresh COVID-19 cases in
the National Capital have
reduced to 6,500 while the positivity rate has come down to 11 per cent.

CM Kejriwal announces Oxygen Concentrator
Banks for COVID patients under home isolation

New Delhi.Agencies

Chief Minister Arvind
Kejriwal on Saturday said
that in the last 24 hours,
Delhi has reported 6,500
new COVID-19 cases, and
the positivity rate has fur-
ther gone down to 11 per
cent.

Addressing a digital
press conference here, Mr
Kejriwal said, 'Today, even
lesser cases of coronavirus
have been recorded in
Delhi. In the past 24 hours,
6,500 cases have come up.
Yesterday, we had 8,500
cases.'

He said in the last 24
hours, the infection rate has
declined even further to 11
per cent, while it was 12 per
cent yesterday.

'The virus is reducing
in Delhi slowly and steadily,
and I hope it diminishes
completely and does not

rise again. However, we are
not going to become negli-
gent in any way. Yesterday,
we prepared 500 additional
ICU beds, and 500 similar
beds were prepared four
days ago,' the Delhi Chief
Minister said.

'Within 15 days, our
doctors, engineers, and
workers have prepared
1,000 ICU beds. They have
set an example for the
world. 

I salute them on behalf
of the people of Delhi and
thank them for their work,'
Mr Kejriwal said.

New Delhi.Agencies

Prime Minister Narendra Modi will hold a crucial meeting
on Saturday evening to review the preparedness of various
Ministries and agencies to deal with impending Cyclone
Tauktae, sources in the Government said.

Union Cabinet Secretary, Home Secretary, officials
from the National Disaster Management Authority,
National Disaster Response Force (NDRF) will attend the
meeting, the sources further said. The India

Meteorological Department (IMD) had said on Friday that
the depression in the Arabian Sea is likely to intensify into
a "very severe cyclonic storm" on May 17 and cross the
Gujarat coast on a day later. It is very likely to intensify fur-
ther into a Severe Cyclonic Storm during next 6 hours and
into a �Very Severe Cyclonic Storm� during the subsequent
12 hours. 

It is very likely to move north northwestwards and
cross Gujarat coast between Porbandar and Naliya around
May 18 afternoon/evening.

PM Modi to review preparedness to deal with Cyclone Tauktae

Delhi reports 6,500 new
COVID-19 cases in last 24

hours, positivity rate
drops to 11 pc: Kejriwal
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Cyclone Tauktae in Kerala: Torrential rains, 
heavy winds destroy houses in coastal 
areas, hundreds rush to relief camps

Kochi, Agency.  
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New Delhi, Agency. 
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!  Kerala: A red alert, 
warning extremely heavy 
rainfall of more than 20 
cm, has been issued in 
the northern districts 
of the state including 
Malappuram, Kozhikode, 
Kannur, Wayanad and 
Kasaragod.
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Katras. 76-year-old Lakhan Rai had been 
ill for about 10-15 days.  He had fever and 
cough.  Due to this, he died.  When the Sangh 
workers came to know about this matter, 
they talked to the family of the deceased and 
the in-charge of the school, Ashok Kumar 
Singh, and arranged for wood and cart.  The 
school family played a commendable role 
in this task.  As soon as the information was 
received, Ashok Singh reached the house 
of deceased Lakhan Rai and arranged the 
funeral materials.  The body was brought 
to the cremation ground at Lilouri for 
cremation.  Sangh workers wore a PPE kit 
and performed the last rites of Lakhan Rai 
as per Hindu customs.

RSS cremated dead 
gateman

CPIM celebrates Demand Day
Dhanbad.

Today, Demand Day was celebrated at 
Lodna, Yamuna Sahay Smriti Bhawan, 
Jharia Bata Mor, Bhaunra Bhagat Singh 
Park, Nunudih, Sudamdih and other places 
under the aegis of CPIM Jharia Local 
Committee.  Condolences were expressed 
to those who died from Kovid.  District 
Secretary Suresh Prasad Gupta said that 
the CPI-M is worried about the increasing 
infection of Kovid in Jharkhand and the 
daily deaths.  Timely non-availability of 
beds in the hospital and lack of ventilated 
beds, disorganization of oxygen delivery 
to patients and shortage of medication 
like Remedisvir have caused panic among 
patients and their families.  The central 
government's tendency to burden the 
state governments has further devastated 
Jharkhand.  The central government is 
continuously increasing the crisis by 
discriminating against Jharkhand.  The 
Center's stance on the vaccine issue 
remains criminal.  Vaccination centers 
are being closed due to lack of adequate 
vaccine availability, while everyone over 
the age of 18 is required to make more 
vaccine supplies and more vaccination 
centers with the decision to vaccinate.  The 
corona epidemic is a national disaster, but 
the Modi government has decided to buy 
expensive vaccines from companies for the 

states.  The situation is that due to lack of 
production of vaccine in companies, the 
centers are not getting adequate supply.  
There is still no product for the states.  
The Modi government has failed to deal 
with this epidemic and due to its failure, 
there is a pile of corpses in the states.  
When there was a discussion on the world 
stage, Modi was patting his back.  Today, 
when the transition is taking form in the 
absence of their preparedness, the states 
have been relieved of the responsibility 
of supplying essential commodities.  The 
CPI-M demands that the Chief Minister of 
Jharkhand guarantee that all the parties 

and social-mass organizations in each 
district should form a task force, which 
can play a role in dealing with the corona 
at the district level.  This is necessary to 
deal with the corona epidemic.  In order 
to make the vaccine available to all, the 
central government should give more and 
more vaccines to Jharkhand and create 
more and more number of vaccination 
centers and teams and prevent more pulls 
on the vaccine centers.  In order to control 
the widespread spread of Korana infection, 
proper arrangements for treatment 
of Kovid should be made at the block, 
subdivision and district levels.  Oxygen, 

ventilators, ICU beds should be provided 
in all rural Kovid hospitals and the number 
of centers immediately increased.  Increase 
the number of ambulance services in all 
hospitals.  Arrange for reporting of RTPCR 
within 24 hours and increase the number 
of investigations so that the infected can 
!"# $%"&'$($"%# )&%# '*")'"%# '$+",-# )&%# '."#
infection can be prevented from spreading.  
Plasma banks should be set up in every 
district.  The treatment of Kovid in private 
hospitals of the districts should be borne 
by the government. All the poor, including 
migrant laborers, should be provided a 
ration with Rs 7500 for the next three 
months and the necessary materials for 6 
months.  Construction workers should be 
treated with construction welfare funds, 
medicines and food should be provided 
in home isolation.  Government should 
take strict action on the hoarding of 
$&(,)'$/&# )&%# "00"&'$),# +"%$1$&"02# # 3.)*$)#
Local Committee Secretary Shivbalak 
Paswan, Bhagwan Das, Praja Paswan, Anuj 
Paswan, Ramvriksha Dhari, Dharmaraj 
Dhari, Narayan Chakraborty, Sunil Paswan, 
Dilip Chakraborty, Pradeep Bhattacharya, 
Kishore Thakur, Dukalu Das BP, Sanat  
Banerjee, Gautam Patra, Natwar Mahato, 
Tulsi Ravani, Reena Paswan, Jitendra 
Paswan, Rikki Saw, Vicky Kumar, Suraj 
Verma, Ranjit Saw, Dinesh Pandit, Pappu 
Prasad, Pintu Kumar and others.

Dhanbad.

Sub-Divisional Magistrate Surendra Kumar 
has ordered curfew with immediate effect by 
constructing Containment Zone and Buffer Zone 
by identifying the houses of positive persons as 
AP centers on the founding of persons infected 
with Corona virus.  

SDM Gokul Dham Apartment, Kailashpuri 
Apartment Saraidhela, Near Karmik Nagar Durga 
Mandir, Sumit Niwas Shanti Colony AK Thakur 
4")*# 5)*)$%.",)6# 789# 9:($1"# ;)+<=0# >=)*'"*6#
Kalyani Enclave Narayanpur Piparabeda Road, 
Ekta Apartment Bekarbandh Near Kali Mandir 
Road, Shamshan Road Jagriti  Construction of 
Containment Zone and Buffer Zone to the residence 
of positive person near Center Chiragowda has been 

ordered to impose curfew with immediate effect till 
further instructions.

Jorapokhar.

On the auspicious occasion of Eid, food grains were distributed among poor families 
under the leadership of District President Shivshankar Prasad with the joint 
cooperation of the Vanchit Mukti Morcha and Ali Welfare Foundation.  Ramashish 
Chauhan, in charge of the Vanchit Mukti Morcha cum Ali Welfare Foundation, said 

that a big problem of livelihood has 
arisen among the poor families in 
the Corona epidemic.  Many people 
are not even getting bread for two 
times.  The measures taken by our 
organization to feed poor families in 
this critical situation are laudable.  
After this, a medical camp will also be 
organized by the institution, whose 
poor families will be able to take 
advantage of it.  On this occasion, 
Jharkhand President Ashok Pandey, 
General Secretary Sunil Kumar 
Varman, Naval Kishore Khandelwal, 
Dalsa Dhanbad Representative 

Hemraj Chauhan, Dalsa Jharia Block Representative Dipendi Gupta, Dr. Dhiraj Karna, 
Devanti Kumari, Anjali Devi, Savitri Devi, Sunita Devi, Girja Devi  , Rita Devi, Pramila 
Devi, Alisha Bibi, Fateja Khatoon, Sheela Devi, Shehnaz Khatoon, Surtana Bibi, Jaigun 
7$!$6#?,)+//&#@)*A""&6#4)*"0.#B.)'//&6#5.)."",)#B.)'//&6#>=*"0.)#B.)'//&6#?0+)#
Khatoon, Rukhsana Khatoon, Geeta Devi, etc. were present.

Dhanbad.

These days, about 80 percent of the people 
in the country suffer from some disease.  
Some people are leaving allopathy and 
going towards natural medicine.  Kanhaiya 
Prasad, founder of Naturopathy Health 
Center in Hirapur, told in an interview to 
journalist Rajendra Verma that treatment 
of Naturopathy medicine also cures 
serious diseases like heart, sugar and 
kidney.  They believe that by changing the 
way of eating and drinking, a person can 
live longer.  Dirt accumulated in the body is 
the root of diseases in people.  Water neti, 
/$,# &"'$6# *=!!"*#&"'$6# "&"+)6# 0=&#!)'.6#>C#
bath, heart through BP, asthma, thyroid, 
nerve diseases, gas, prostate, knee pain, 
liver, kidney stone, round bladder stones, 
hemorrhoids like  Many diseases, epilepsy 
diseases are cured.  In naturopathy, the 

treatment of Panchatatva is done by 
'*")'$&D# '."# 0E-6# ($*"6# )$*6#F)'"*# )&%# ")*'.#
as the basis, which is based on soil, water, 
sun, air and sky.  If you want to be healthy, 

then you have to adopt natural medicine.  
Naturopathy can eliminate the disease 
from its roots.  Santosh Kumar Azad, a 
resident of Housing Colony, had Sugar 
Random 1062 and Fasting 350.  By the 
method of Naturopathy, he now has sugar 
and BP is normal.  Geeta Singh of Dhanbad 
had nerves, haddock and gas problems for 
+)&-# -")*02# # C/%)-# ."# $0# )!0/,='",-# ($&"2##
Aditya Shukla of Kolakusama was very 
upset with prostate, knee pain, sugar, BP.  
Today he too has stopped his medication 
and is perfectly healthy.  Hearts of blockage 
of Jahangir Hasan of Bhojpur, Usha Kiran 
of Khagaria, Rajesh, Karthik of Dhanbad, 
Ramnath of Govindpur have also been 
*"1'$($"%2##G=&%*"%0#/:#0=1.#<)'$"&'0#.)A"#
been cured with this treatment.  Mr. Prasad 
believes that serious illness can be cured 
by removing the toxins of the body.

Naturopathey treatment can 
cure serious diseases: Kanhaiya

Grain distributed among the 

poor on the occasion of Eid

New Delhi, Agency.

SOUNDING A NOTE of caution to farmers and rural 
areas, Prime Minister Narendra Modi Friday said 
Covid-19 was spreading to villages at a “rapid” pace, 
!='#0)$%#H&%$)#F$,,#&/'#,/0"#1/=*)D"#)&%#F$,,#($D.'#'."#
pandemic and win. “I want to alert all farmers, all 
brothers and sisters living in villages, about Corona 
again. The infection is now reaching the village at a 
rapid pace,” he said addressing several Chief Ministers 
of states over a video conference after releasing 
the eighth instalment of the Pradhan Mantri Kisan 
Samman Nidhi (PM-KISAN) scheme. Expressing hope 
'."# 1/=&'*-# F$,,# F$&# '."# ($D.'# )D)$&0'# ;/A$%IJK6# '."#
Prime Minister said, “Bharat himmat haarne vaala 
desh nahin hai. Na Bharat himmat haarega aur na 
koi Bharatvaasi himmat haarega. Ham ladenge aur 
jeetenge (India is not a country that loses courage. 
Neither India nor any Indian will lose courage. We will 
($D.'#)&%#F$&L2M#N/%$#),0/#0)$%#."# :",'# '."#0)+"#<)$&#
which people have suffered for some time now and 
0)$%#'."#D/A"*&+"&'#F)0#%/$&D#"A"*-'.$&D#'/#($D.'#'."#
second wave. “As the Prime Minister of the country, I 
share every feeling of yours… Whatever bottlenecks 
F"*"#'."*"#F$'.#*"D)*%#'/#*"0/=*1"0#'/#($D.'#'."#0"1/&%#
wave of corona, are being removed rapidly. There is 
an attempt to work on a war footing…,” he said. The 
political leadership has explicitly acknowledged the 
*=*),# 0<*")%# /:# ;/A$%IJK# :/*# '."# ($*0'# '$+"#&/F2# 3=0'#
three weeks ago, on April 24, Modi had told gram 
panchayats that the challenge was to not allow this 
infection to enter villages under any circumstances. 
OH#)+#1/&($%"&'#),,#<"/<,"#)&%#A$,,)D"0#F$,,#!"#)!,"#'/#
prevent corona from entering villages,” he had said. On 
Tuesday, the Union Health Ministry had said that as 
many as 533 of the country’s 700-plus districts were 
reporting a test positivity rate of more than 10 per 
cent, underlining the massive spread of the infection 
in rural India in the second wave. A week ago on May 8, 
The Indian Express had reported that compared with 
'."# ($*0'#F""E# $&#5"<'"+!"*# ,)0'#-")*6# '."#&=+!"*#/:#
cases and of those dead due to Covid in the hinterland 
or backward regions had quadrupled in the second 
wave. The districts covered by the Backward Region 
Grant Fund (BRGF) 243 of the 272 for which data are 

available had more than 39.16 lakh people infected 
with the disease as on May 5, more than four times 
'."#K2P#,)E.#$&:"1'$/&0#)'#'."#<")E#/:#'."#($*0'#F)A"#/&#
September 16, 2020. Similarly, by May 5, these districts 
had reported 36,523 deaths, almost four times the 
&=+!"*#/:#%")%#)'#'."#<")E#/:#'."#($*0'#F)A"#,)0'#-")*2#
In his address on Friday, Modi urged states to take 
“strongest action” against those involved in hoarding 
and black marketing of medicines and essential 
commodities. “It is an act against humanity,” he said. 
Observing that such a massive pandemic is testing the 
world, Modi said, “We have an invisible enemy in front 
of us and this enemy is also an imposter (behroopiya). 
Due to this enemy, the coronavirus, we have lost many 
of our close ones.” Earlier, the Prime Minister released 
the eighth instalment under the PM-Kisan scheme. In 
this tranche, Rs 20,667.75 crore were transferred to 
/A"*#K2PQ#1*/*"#@NIB$0)&#!"&"($1$)*$"06#$&1,=%$&D#/A"*#
7 lakh farmers from West Bengal. The farmers in West 
Bengal have been paid two instalments  for December-
N)*1.#RQRQIRJ#)&%#?<*$,I3=,-#RQRJIRR2#S/*# '."# ($*0'#
time, the farmers of West Bengal would be getting the 
!"&"($'#/:#'.$0#01."+"6#'."#@*$+"#N$&$0'"*#0)$%2#T"0'#
Bengal was the only state that did not implement the 
scheme, which was launched in the December-March 
period in 2018-19.

!"#$%&'#(%)*+#(,(%-#')(.%+/#
'%0'#12+*%#3*--#4&56#%2+#3*2

New Delhi, Agency. The Delhi 
government on Saturday released Rs 
1,051 crore to the three municipal 
corporations “for payment of salaries 
of its employees”. The civic bodies, 
however, have claimed this is what is due 
to them.As per a government statement, 
Rs 366.9 crore was given to East MCD, 
Rs 432.8 crore to North MCD and Rs 
251.6 crore to South MCD. Addressing 
a digital press conference on Saturday, 
Deputy Chief Minister Manish Sisodia 
said, “It has come to our notice that 
Municipal Corporation of Delhi, due 
to its incompetence and corruption, 
has not been distributing salaries to 
its employees during the pandemic. It 
*"(,"1'0#A"*-#<//*,-#/&#'."#N;8#$:#'."-#
are unable to even pay salaries to medical 
staff, doctors, and nurses who are putting 
their lives on the line to save people in 
these unprecedented times. To cope 
and emerge from this pandemic, Delhi 
government has issued assistance of Rs 
1,051 crore for MCD, in such a manner 
that MCD can effectively disburse salaries 
to employees who have not been able to 
receive it until now. We hope that MCD’s 
leadership will guarantee this assistance 
is not used for any other activities, not 
diverted in any way, but used only to 
pay salaries of MCD employees involved 
in Covid-19 duty. We have to make sure 
that our frontline workers in MCD are 
paid their due salaries on time, by any 
means.” Sisodia added, “Chief Minister 
Arvind Kejriwal has ensured that despite 
scarcity of resources Delhi is facing due 
to Covid, the Delhi government will 
aid and support all dedicated frontline 
workers who are on Covid duty so that 
they are able to receive their salaries 
in a streamlined manner.” North MCD 
Mayor Jai Prakash responded saying 
Sisodia should clarify whether this 
D*)&'#F)0#'."#($*0'IU=)*'"*#%="0#:=&%#
of corporations or a special fund for 
salaries of employees. “If it is the grant 
)+/=&'#/:#'."#($*0'#U=)*'"*6#'."&#F.-#F)0#
it released after a delay of two months 
instead of in April?,” said Prakash, adding 
that he had written several letters to the 
Chief Minister to release the amount for 
'."#($*0'#U=)*'"*2#V)0'#F""E6#'."#8",.$#
government had launched an inquiry 
into the “under-treatment” of patients 
at North MCD-run Hindu Rao hospital, 
where 23 Covid patients had left the 
facility since April 18 without informing 
hospital authorities. Prakash had hit out 
at the Delhi government for failing to 
combat the disease.

Delhi government 
(.-.%'.'#7'#8/999#:(;(.#6;#
MCDs to pay employees

Dhanbad. 

A large number of railwaymen are being affected by the corona 
epidemic infection.  Railway personnel are serving day and 
night to ensure that necessary materials and services are 
handled.  They are also playing a leading role in contributing 
to the service of the nation regardless of their life and health in 

the disaster.  On this basis, Shiv Gopal Mishra, General Secretary 
of All India Railways Main Union, had demanded that railway 
personnel be declared as frontline employees.  Recently, the 
Prime Minister and now the Ministry of Railways has announced 
to provide necessary resources by declaring railwaymen 
as frontline employees.  Here, more than 2200 people have 
become Corona positive in all the 5 railway divisions of East-
;"&'*),#W)$,F)-6#:*/+#/:($1"*0#'/#"+<,/-""02##T.$,"#0')'$&D#'."#
above things, ECRKU's Central Chairman cum Dhanbad Division 
PNM in-charge DK Pandey said that in a recent high-level 
meeting with ECRKU General Manager and Divisional Railway 
Manager Dhanbad Ashish Bansal, ECRKU took immediate steps 
on measures to prevent the Corona disaster  Was stressed.  
The union had demanded to provide necessary safety kits to 
all railway employees.  The railway administration had talked 
about lack of funds for this, but the railway employees provided 
the necessary amount to a great extent from their salary.  
Now the work of providing safety kit to about 22315 railway 
personnel of the mandal is being started from this fund from 
5=&%)-2# # H&# '."# ($*0'# <.)0"6# $'#F$,,# !"#+)%"# )A)$,)!,"# '/# XQQQ#
loco pilots, 1000 guards and 5000 track maintainers.  The kit 
includes the Seavlon Company's hand sanitizer, handwash, 
soap and facemask.  The railway administration has arranged 
to distribute it in Dhanbad, Gomo, Pathardih and Chandrapura 
on Sunday with the cooperation of welfare inspectors, depot 
in-charge and ECRKU representatives.  He informed that soon, 
security kits will also be made available to all the stations of the 
mandal and personnel of all departments including TRD, Signal, 
Carriage, Loco, Electric General.  ECRKU is trying to provide 
safety kits to every railwayman of the division to prevent 
infection.  He said that the operation of the railway is necessary 
for the administration, but the safety of the railway personnel 
is also important.  Ziauddin, OP Sharma, NK Khawas, AK Da, 
TK Sahu, Somen Dutta, Netaji Subhash, Prashant Banerjee, JK 
Saw, VK Dubey, Chamari Ram, AK Das, Parmeshwar Kumar, 
Rajendra Kushwaha, Pintu Nandan and Vishwajit Mukherjee 
were present on the occasion. Everyone praised the work of the 
Union and the Railway Administration.

Safety of railway personnel 
*'#.''.2<%-#=#>?#!%2+.0

Curfew imposed in 8 Containment Zone

!  Distribution of safety kits started 
with the effort of ECRKU.opensearch
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EDITORIAL

Central security for BJP MLAs 
!"#$%"&'(#!)#*'+#,-(!./)

Julio Ribeiro

In March 1986, when Rajiv Gandhi 
asked me to lead the Punjab Police 
!"# $%&# '!(%$# )()!"*$# $%&# +%),!*$)"!#
$&--.-!*$*/# %&# *0((&*$&1# 2# $)3&# 4!$%#
me “Black Cat” from the NSG to 
protect my life. That would have 
put paid to any hope I could have 
mustered to motivate Punjab’s 
policemen to join the battle. To me, 
it was never an option. If a leader is 
unable to command the respect and 
loyalty of his own men then he is 
1..5&1#$.# 6)!,# !"#)7%!&8!"(#%!*#(.),9#
In an armed force with a hierarchical 
chain of command, the rule I have 
propounded above is inscribed in 
*$."&9# 2"# $%&#:&*$# ;&"(),# &,&7$!."*/#
the BJP secured a tidy 38 per cent of 
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points lower than Trinamool 
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all its elected representatives will 
be physically vulnerable, then I can 
think of two alternate reasons for the 
central armed force protection now 
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funds. Either the Centre distrusts 
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ability, probably the former, to protect 
its political opponents or it has 
decided to keep the pot of electoral 
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a takeover. Both propositions are 
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which had not come to my notice ever 
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now sally forth from their respective 
residences with armed escorts 
ready to take on potential assassins. 
I have been escorted in this manner 
ever since I returned from Romania 
in December 1993. It is far from 
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revel in the importance such a 
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to attract, but to a retired policeman, 
it is bound to affect the rhythm of 
existence. So, I protested in the 
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pilot car and the uniformed escorts 
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plain-clothes men, alert and trained, 
are far more effective. In Bucharest, 
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a botched attempt on my life, the 
four personnel from the Romanian 
“Securitate” took on the would-be 
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them and captured a third. It is this 
small but superbly trained commando 

unit that is required and not a whole 
lot of uniformed men whose only 
job it seems is to make a show that 
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It is more of a provocation to Mamata 
Banerjee to tell her that she and her 
force cannot be trusted. But in the 
process, the Union home minister 
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new doctrines in Centre-state 
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personal relations and trust between 
state police personnel and central 
paramilitary personnel. To teach 
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to forfeit the unspoken camaraderie 
and brotherhood between different 
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have built since Independence. 
When central paramilitary units are 
deployed in a state, they work under 
the command and control of the local 
police hierarchy. The latter know 
the local populace, its culture and 
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accommodation and countless other 
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simple reason that they have come to 
teach local policemen how to do their 
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of Centre-state relations based on 
distrust and mistaken superiority, 
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CRPF and CISF have been formed as 
armed forces of the Union with their 
separate mandates. This job of VIP 
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The men are trained to operate as a 
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in action), a platoon (three sections) 
or a company (three platoons). In 
this new role, they will be often 
called upon to think as individuals. 
This will require reorientation in 
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many paramilitary units have been 
used for VIP security duties. It has 
disturbed their routine and affected 
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into battle with a political purpose is 
the last straw. I hope and pray it does 
not break the camel’s back.
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at a time when there seemed to be hope for a 
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the hard stance vis a vis diplomatic ties with 
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and Palestine, it could embolden the maximalist, 
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ties with Israel.The immediate provocation 
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the action taken by Israeli police and security 
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hundreds of civilians were injured. The action 
allowed Hamas to don the mantle of “protector” 
and the bombs they launched initially killed 
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It has carried out hundreds of airstrikes in 
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troops as well. Over 100 Palestinians have been 
killed, at least 27 of them children. Both Hamas 
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it. Netanyahu continues to expand the offensive 
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more Palestinian civilian deaths. He does so at 
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that are bound to be just under the surface in 
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and Israelis, and violence as a means of 
political expression, remain unaddressed. The 
international community cannot afford to take 
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Israel remains to be seen. India, for its part, 
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humanitarian values.
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The latest available estimates of the number of 
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8, vary from at least 60 (BBC) to over 85 (CNN). 
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is published. The diabolical intent to kill as many 
as possible is clear from the fact that a car bomb 
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in panic. Two questions arise. Who is behind this 
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Government has blamed the Taliban, which has 
denied involvement and condemned the strike. This 
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are the more likely culprits. There is no reason why 
one should believe them, particularly when the May 8 
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they will not win an election and they do not believe 
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force and establish the Sharia rule.  Will they be able 
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maintenance work on its planes and helicopters, will 
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A grave setback

The endgame in 
Afghanistan
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in whataboutery. But the fact remains 
that compared to many countries in the 
developed world, India has been able to 
secure its populations from the Covid 
catastrophe better. No doubt our systems 
were overwhelmed by the virulence of the 
second wave that has rapidly spread like 
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countries with much better facilities and 
infrastructure. There was a time last year 
when some European countries were in 
such a helpless condition that they left 
their elderly — people above 60 years 
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hospital facilities to them. In the US, the 
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so much panic and destruction that 
the Trump administration was forced 
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was able to contain the pandemic more 
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from Covid until the second wave broke 
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1.3 lakh cases, the US had 1.6 million 
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healthcare infrastructure. India not only 
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a smaller mortality rate but also became 
the vaccine hub for the world. The World 
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its “timely, comprehensive and robust” 
response. PM Modi spoke about it in his 
January address to the World Economic 
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premature celebration of victory must 
read it fully. Modi only said that despite 
relatively inferior health infrastructure, 
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ahead with “a proactive approach with 
public participation”. Experts in the 
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the second wave would also be like the 
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The sudden spike has caused a serious 
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the poor state of affairs in India’s public 
health infrastructure. Health is a state 
subject under the Constitution. Over the 
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every 385 people and the US has one for 
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for every 1,818 people. The US has one 
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has a doctor for 357 people, we have one 
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one nurse for every 113 people, and in 
the US the number is one nurse for every 
85 people. But in India, we have just one 
nurse for every 588 people. If we are 
overwhelmed by the Covid tsunami today, 
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2.5 per cent of the GDP on healthcare 
infrastructure. States too have to ramp 
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to cope with its virulence. While some of 
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motivated commentators. These 
7-!$!7!*5*# -)"(&1# 6-.5# !"*&"*!$!8!$F# $.#

1&,!E&-)$&# !"',!7$!"(# .6# *066&-!"(# ."# $%&#
masses. Modi did not act like Bolsonaro 
.6#;-)Y!,#.-#G-05<#.6#K5&-!7)9#P&#1!1#".$#
1&5."*$-)$&# 0"*7!&"$!'!7# (-)"1*$)"1!"(#
.-# 0$$&-# 1!*-&()-1# 6.-# %&),$%# <-.$.7.,*#
like those leaders. Instead, he is busy 
&"%)"7!"(# 2"1!)@*# 7)<)7!$F# $.# 6)7&# $%!*#
"&4# 7%),,&"(&9# G%&-&# !*# )"# &66.-$# EF# $%&#
Centre to involve different stakeholders, 
!"7,01!"(# *$)$&# (.8&-"5&"$*# )"1# $%&#_G#
)15!"!*$-)$.-*# !"# $%&# '!(%$# )()!"*$# $%!*#
tsunami — a “Whole of Government” 
approach as described by Modi. The 
(.8&-"5&"$# %)*# ),*.# !"8!$&1# Z\c*# $.#
7..<&-)$&#4!$%#!$*#)(&"7!&*#!"#?.8!1#-&,!&69#
K,$%.0(%#$%&F#7)5&#,)$&/#$%&*&#1&7!*!."*#
.6# E0-1&"N*%)-!"(# )"1# *$)3&%.,1&-#
!"8.,8&5&"$#4!,,#%&,<#$%&#(.8&-"5&"$#!"#
$)73,!"(# $%&# 7%),,&"(&# 5.-&# &6'!7!&"$,F9#
V0-<-!*!"(,F/# *.5&# 7.55&"$)$.-*# )-&#
-!1!70,!"(# $%&# (.8&-"5&"$# 6.-# -&7&!8!"(#
support from other countries. Covid is not 
)#")$!."),# !**0&9#2$# !*# ,!3&#)#6.-&*$#'!-&/#)*#
described by the WHO Director-General 
Tedros Ghebreyesus. If you douse it in 
."&#<,)7&#!$#7)"#',)-&#0<#!"#)".$%&-9#2$#7),,*#
for the combined efforts of all countries. 
That was why we came forward to 
supply vaccines to over 70 countries 
$%-.0(%#$%&#Qj)77!"&#L)!$-!R#<-.(-)55&9#
C0*$# )*# 7."$)!"!"(# $%&# 8!-0*# !"# .$%&-#
countries was seen as our responsibility, 
7."$)!"!"(#!$#!"#2"1!)#!*#!"#$%&#!"$&-&*$#.6#
all other countries. There is no reason 
to create a controversy over it. Initially, 
$%&# (.8&-"5&"$# ,..3&1# ,!3&# Q)# 1&&-# !"#
$%&# %&)1,!(%$*R/# )*# ."&# 7.55&"$)$.-#
put it. But it has come out of that and 
!*# &"()(&1# 60,,# $%-.$$,&# !"# %)"1,!"(# $%&#
7%),,&"(&9# K# ,!$$,&# 5.-&# $-)"*<)-&"7F/# )#
,!$$,&#5.-&#&"()(&5&"$#4!$%#$%&#<0E,!7#EF#
the political leadership and a little more 
openness to constructive criticism and 
&",!(%$&"&1#&^<&-$#.<!"!."# 6-.5#.0$*!1&#
$%&# (.8&-"5&"$# 4.0,1# 60-$%&-# %&,<# $%&#
(.8&-"5&"$@*#&66.-$*9#K6$&-#),,/#$%&#,!8&*#.6#
millions of people are at stake.

Centre is doing its best in Covid crisis, but 

could be more transparent and open

It risks spawning 
dangerous new 

doctrines in 
Centre-state 

relations, 
in security 

management 
by elected 

governments, in 
inter-personal 
relations and 
trust between 

state police 
personnel 

and central 
paramilitary 

personnel.

Ram Madhav writes: The fact remains that compared to 

many countries in the developed world, India has been able 

to better protect its population from the Covid catastrophe.

That would have put paid to any hope I could have mustered 
to motivate Punjab’s policemen to join the battle. To me, it 
was never an option. If a leader is unable to command the 

respect and loyalty of his own men then he is doomed to fail 
in achieving his goal. In an armed force with a hierarchical 

chain of command, the rule I have propounded above is 
inscribed in stone. In the West Bengal elections, the BJP 
secured a tidy 38 per cent of the total votes polled, 10 

percentage points lower than Trinamool Congress’s 48 per 
cent. If with such a massive following the BJP fears all its 

elected representatives will be physically vulnerable, then I 
can think of two alternate reasons for the central armed force 

protection now being provided to them from public funds.

EDITORIAL

opensearch
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News in Breif

Milan, Agency. New Zealand Prime 
Minister Jacinda Ardern said on 
Saturday that world leaders and tech 
!"#$%&'(()"*+&,(&%,-$.&(/,&0"('1*,&
extremism online would need to focus 
122(#,%&(*&/*31#%,-*3"*+&%(4"-'&$13"-&
-'+(#",5$%&,5-,&3#"01&4(*,1*,67#31#*&
8-%&%.1-)"*+&-,&-&0"#,/-'&%/$$",&,(&
$-#)&,51&%14(*3&-**"01#%-#9&(2&,51&
+'(:-'&"*","-,"01&,(&1*3&(*'"*1&5-,1;&
4-''13&,51&<5#"%,45/#45&<-'';&'-/*4513&
:9&7#31#*&-*3&=#1*45&>#1%"31*,&
Emmanuel Macron in 2019 after a 
85",1&%/.#1$-4"%,&)"''13&?@&.1(.'1&-,&
two mosques in the New Zealand city 
(2&<5#"%,45/#45&85"'1&'"01A%,#1-$"*+&
5"%&#-$.-+1&(*&=-41:(()6B"*41&,51*&
$(#1&,5-*&?C&4(/*,#"1%;&"*,1#*-,"(*-'&
(#+-*"%-,"(*%&-*3&,145&!"#$%&5-01&
%/..(#,13&,51&"*","-,"01&"*4'/3"*+&!"#$%&
'")1&=-41:(();&D((+'1;&E8",,1#&-*3&
F"4#(%(2,6&GE51&1H"%,1*41&(2&-'+(#",5$%&
,51$%1'01%&"%&*(,&*141%%-#"'9&,51&
.#(:'1$;&",I%&851,51#&(#&*(,&,519&
-#1&1,5"4-''9&/%136&E5-,&"%&(*1&(2&,51&
:"++1%,&2(4/%&2(#&,51&4($$/*",9&(01#&
,51&*1H,&91-#&-'(*+%"31&1H.-*3"*+&,51&
*1,8(#)&",%1'2;J&7#31#*&%-"3&-&*18%&
4(*21#1*41&-2,1#&,51&2(#/$6&7#31#*&
%-"3&$-K(#&,145&!"#$%&1H.#1%%13&
a real desire at the forum to use 
-'+(#",5$%&2(#&.(%","01&"*,1#01*,"(*%6&
B51;&5(8101#;&3"3&*(,&1'-:(#-,1&(*&
5(8&!"#$%&8(/'3&45-*+1&,51&/%1&
(2&-'+(#",5$%&,5-,&3#"01&5-#$2/'&
4(*,1*,&-*3&'1-3&,(&#-3"4-'"%-,"(*6&E51&
Christchurch Call was joined for the 
!"#%,&,"$1&:9&,51&L*",13&B,-,1%;&85"45&
$-31&-&.('"49&45-*+1&,8(&91-#%&-2,1#&
,51&-3$"*"%,#-,"(*&(2&2(#$1#&.#1%"31*,&
M(*-'3&E#/$.&314'"*13&,(&.-#,"4".-,1&
4","*+&4(*41#*%&(2&2#11&%.11456&E51&
101*,&8-%&-,,1*313&:9&+'(:-'&'1-31#%&
"*4'/3"*+&F-4#(*;&-*3&N#","%5&>#"$1&
F"*"%,1#&N(#"%&O(5*%(*6&

New Zealand PM says to 
!"#$%#&$'(%)$*+,%)-./&0%
1'+/&%&0"-2/$#1)

34%'&"'2%5-2%&%6/"%2'-7'8/8"%$#&89)%$-%:&../8'%)*..'))
Toorjo Ghose

P51*& Q(*3(*I%& B4"1*41& F/%1/$& #1(.1*%& *1H,&
811);& ",& 8"''& 5-01& %($1& *18& -#,"2-4,%R& 1$.,9&
0-44"*1& 0"-'%;& ,1%,"*+& )",%& -*3& (,51#& ",1$%&
4(''14,13&3/#"*+&,51&.-*31$"4;&,(&:1&21-,/#13&"*&
-&*18&<STUMA@V&3"%.'-96N#",-"*&"%*I,&W/",1&#1-39&
,(& 4(*%"+*& ,51& 4(#(*-0"#/%& ,(& -& $/%1/$& ,51&
(/,:#1-)&"%&2-#&2#($&(01#6&N/,&,51#1&"%&-&31!"*",1&
211'"*+&,5-,&,51&LX&5-%&,/#*13&-&4(#*1#;&-*3&,51&
$((3& "*& ,51& 4(/*,#9& "%& /.:1-,6E51& 1*3& "%& "*&
%"+5,;&(*1&*18%.-.1#&2#(*,&.-+1&4'-"$136&=#11&-,&
'-%,&#1-3&-*(,51#6&E5-*)%&,(&-*&12!"4"1*,&0-44"*1&
#(''(/,&.#(+#-$;&N#",-"*&"%&!"*-''9&%-9"*+&+((3:91&
,(&$(*,5%&(2&,(/+5&'(4)3(8*&#1%,#"4,"(*%6&B,-#,"*+&
F(*3-9;&-''&#1%,-/#-*,%&-*3&:-#%&"*&Y*+'-*3&4-*&
#1(.1*& 8",5& %($1& .#14-/,"(*%& "*& .'-41;& -%& 4-*&
5(,1'%;& ,51-,1#%& -*3& $/%1/$%67*3& N#",(*%& 8"''&
:1&-:'1&,(&5/+&2#"1*3%&-*3&2-$"'9&-+-"*;&8",5&,51&
1-%"*+&(2&%(4"-'&3"%,-*4"*+&#/'1%&,5-,&5-01&:11*&"*&
.'-41& %"*41& ,51& .-*31$"4& :1+-*6U,I%& ,51& :"++1%,&
%,1.&91,&,(&#1(.1*&,51&4(/*,#9&2(''(8"*+&-*&1-%"*+&
(2& ,51& 4#"%"%& :'-$13& 2(#& *1-#'9& @Z[;CCC& 31-,5%;&
,51& 5"+51%,& #1.(#,13& <STUMA@V& ,(''& "*& Y/#(.16
M1-,5%& "*& N#",-"*& 5-01& 4($1& 3(8*& ,(& %"*+'1&
3"+",%& "*&#141*,&3-9%6& U,I%&-& 2-#&4#9& 2#($&O-*/-#9;&
851*&31-,5%& ,(..13&@;[CC& "*&-&%"*+'1&3-9&-$"3&
-&:#/,-'&%14(*3&8-01&3#"01*&:9&-&$(#1&"*214,"(/%&
0-#"-*,&!"#%,&2(/*3&"*&%(/,51-%,1#*&Y*+'-*36\18&
4-%1%& 5-01&.'/$$1,13& ,(& -*& -01#-+1& (2& -#(/*3&
Z;CCC&-&3-9;&4($.-#13&8",5&*1-#'9&]C;CCC&-&3-9&
3/#"*+& ,51& 8"*,1#& .1-)6E51#1& -#1& %,"''& 8(##"1%6&

N#","%5& -/,5(#","1%& 1H.#1%%13& -*H"1,9& ,5"%& 811)&
-:(/,&-&#"%1&"*&4-%1%&(2&-&4(#(*-0"#/%&0-#"-*,&!"#%,&
"31*,"!"13&"*&U*3"-;&85"45&,519&%-9&-..1-#%&,(&:1&
$(#1& ,#-*%$"%%":'16& S2!"4"-'%& %-"3& =#"3-9& ,519&
8"''&%.113&/.&,51&3-,1&2(#&-&%14(*3&0-44"*1&3(%1&
2(#& ,5(%1& ?C& -*3& ('31#& ,(& "*4#1-%1& .#(,14,"(*6
>#"$1& F"*"%,1#& N(#"%& O(5*%(*& %-"3& 85"'1& ,51&
*18& 0-#"-*,& 4(/'3& .(%1& -& %1#"(/%& 3"%#/.,"(*& "*&
N#",-"*I%&.#(+#1%%&,(&#14(01#9;&,51#1&-..1-#13&,(&
:1&*(&10"31*41&(2& "*4#1-%13&4-%1%&,#-*%'-,"*+&,(&
/*$-*-+1-:'1&.#1%%/#1%&(*&LX&5(%.",-'%6N#","%5&
51-',5&(2!"4"-'%&5-01&#-413&,(&+1,&-51-3&(2&,51&0"#/%&

:9&0-44"*-,"*+&5/*3#13%&(2&,5(/%-*3%&(2&.1(.'1&
-& 3-9& -,& 5(%.",-'%;& %(441#& .",451%& -*3& 45/#451%&
/.& -*3& 3(8*& ,51& 4(/*,#96& 7%& (2& ,5"%& 811);& ^_&
$"''"(*& .1(.'1& -..#(H"$-,1'9& _[`& (2& ,51& -3/',&
.(./'-,"(*&5-01&#141"013&,51"#& !"#%,&3(%16&7:(/,&
@V&$"''"(*&5-01&5-3&:(,5&3(%1%6U,I%&-*&"$.#1%%"01&
21-,;& -*3&$-*9& 4#13",& N#",-"*I%& /*"01#%-'& ./:'"4&
51-',5&%9%,1$&2(#&$/45&(2&,5-,&%/441%%6YH.1#,%&%-9&
,51&\-,"(*-'&a1-',5&B1#0"41;&(*1&(2&,51&4(/*,#9I%&
$(%,& #101#13& "*%,",/,"(*%;& "%& -:'1& ,(& ,-#+1,& ,51&
85('1&.(./'-,"(*&-*3&1-%"'9&"31*,"29&,5(%1&$(%,&
-,& #"%)& :14-/%1& -'$(%,& 101#9(*1& "%& #1+"%,1#13&
8",5& -& +1*1#-'& .#-4,","(*1#6E5-,& "*2#-%,#/4,/#1;&
4($:"*13& 8",5& ,51& +(01#*$1*,I%& 1-#'9& %,-#,&
"*& %14/#"*+& 0-44"*1& 3(%1%;& 8-%& )196& N#","%5&
-/,5(#","1%&:1+-*&(#31#"*+&$"''"(*%&(2&3(%1%&2#($&
$/',".'1&$-*/2-4,/#1#%& '-,1& '-%,&%.#"*+;&%,#")"*+&
31-'%&$(*,5%&-51-3&(2&,51&Y/#(.1-*&L*"(*&-*3&
%14/#"*+&$(#1&,5-*&1*(/+5&0-44"*1&,(&"*(4/'-,1&
,51&1*,"#1&.(./'-,"(*6U&3(*I,&,5"*)&",I%&%/#.#"%"*+&
,5-,&,51&,8(&4(/*,#"1%&"*&,51&8(#'3&8",5&.#(:-:'9&
,51&%,#(*+1%,&.#"$-#9&4-#1&%9%,1$%;&85"45&-#1&/%&
-*3&U%#-1';&-#1&3("*+&,51&:1%,&8",5&0-44"*1&#(''(/,;&
%-"3&N1449&N-"#3;&-&.('"49&#1%1-#451#&-,&,51&X"*+I%&
=/*3;&-&45-#",9&2(#&"$.#(0"*+&51-',5&4-#16P1&5-01&
,51&$13"4-'& #14(#3%6&P1& 4-*& /*31#%,-*3&851#1&
(/#& .-,"1*,%& -#16& P1I#1& *(,& ,#9"*+& ,(& *1+(,"-,1&
8",5&'(-3%&(2&3"221#1*,&"*%/#-*41&4($.-*"1%6&U,I%&
,51& %-$1& %,-*3-#3& #"+5,& ,5#(/+5& ,51& 4(/*,#9;&
%51&-33136P51#1-%&"*&,51&B,-,1%;&",I%&+("*+&,(&:1&
5-#31#& ,(& #1-''9& ,5"*)& -:(/,& 5(8& 3(& 9(/& #1-45&

/*31#%1#013& 4($$/*","1%;& 5(8& 3(& 9(/& +1,& (/,&
,51#1&-*3&.#(0"31&,51&%-$1&-441%%&,(&101#9:(39&
,(&,5"%&0-44"*1bM-0"3&B-'"%:/#9;&-&2(#$1#&3"#14,(#&
(2&,51&+(01#*$1*,I%&"$$/*"c-,"(*&.#(+#-$&-*3&
-&21''(8&-,&Q(*3(*I%&<5-,5-$&a(/%1&,5"*)&,-*);&
-3313& ,5-,&N#",-"*& -'%(& 5-3& -*& 13+1&:14-/%1& (2&
",%& ,#-4)&#14(#3& "*& %/441%%2/''9& #(''"*+&(/,&(,51#&
0-44"*1%;& %/45& -%& ,51& %1-%(*-'& !'/& %5(,6F-*9&
-#(/*3&,51&8(#'3&81#1&%)1.,"4-'&-:(/,&N#",-"*I%&
314"%"(*&,(&31'-9&,51&%14(*3&0-44"*1&3(%1&:9&/.&
,(&@Z&811)%&,(&2#11&/.&0-44"*1%&2(#&$(#1&.1(.'1;&
:/,& ,5-,& %,#-,1+9& .-"3& 5/+1& 3"0"31*3%6& E51& ,8(&
%5(,%& (2& ,51& >!"c1#& -*3&F(31#*-& 0-44"*1%&81#1&
"*,1*313&,(&:1&+"01*&,5#11&-*3&2(/#&811)%&-.-#,6
7*,5(*9&a-#*31*;&-*&SH2(#3&-4-31$"4&-*3&-&,(.&
+(01#*$1*,&0-44"*-,"(*&-30"%1#;&%-"3&,51#1&81#1&
'(,%&(2&W/1%,"(*%&-%)13&-*3&81&81#1&/.&-+-"*%,&
$-*9&4(/*,#"1%&85(&3"%-+#113&8",5&%.-4"*+&(/,&
,51&,8(&3(%1%;&:/,&(2!"4"-'%&%,/4)&,(&,51&.'-*6d(/&
5-01&,(&#1$1$:1#;&'(()"*+&:-4)&-,&,5-,&,"$1;&,51#1&
81#1&-&,5(/%-*3&(#&$(#1&.1(.'1&39"*+&101#9&3-9&
"*&,51&LX&B(&,51#1&8-%&-&5/+1&"$.1#-,"01&,(&+1,&
(/#&0/'*1#-:'1&.1(.'1&0-44"*-,13;&51&%-"36&U,&8-%&
-*&"**(0-,"01&%,#-,1+9;&-&:('3&%,#-,1+9;&:/,&",&8-%&
:-%13& (*& (/#& 1H.1#"1*41& (2& .#10"(/%& 0-44"*1%6
E51&0-44"*1&.#(+#-$I%&%/441%%&5-%&:11*&-&$/45A
*11313& :((%,& 2(#& N#",-"*6& F-*9& (2& ,5(%1& 85(&
-44/%13& ,51& +(01#*$1*,& (2& .((#'9& $-*-+"*+&
,51&(/,:#1-)&'-%,&91-#&%-9&,51&LX&"%&!"*-''9&3("*+&
%($1,5"*+& #"+5,6P1& 3"3*I,& 5-*3& e,51& 0-44"*1&
#(''(/,f&(01#&,(&-*&(/,%(/#4"*+&4($.-*96&

Google leads US tech giants’ effort to support work 
authorisation for spouses of H-1B visa holders]

New York, Agency. 

D((+'1& "%& '1-3"*+& -& 31,1#$"*13&
122(#,&:9&LB&,145&+"-*,%&,(&%/..(#,&
-& .#(+#-$$1& ,5-,& +"01%& 8(#)&
-/,5(#"%-,"(*& 2(#& %.(/%1%& (2&
,5(%1& .(%%1%%"*+& aA@N& 2(#1"+*&
8(#)&0"%-%;& ,51&$(%,& %(/+5,& -2,1#&
-$(*+& U*3"-*& UE& .#(21%%"(*-'%6
D((+'1& "%& K("*13& :9& ^C& (,51#&
4($.-*"1%& ,(& %/..(#,& ,51& aAg&
Y7M& eY$.'(9$1*,& 7/,5(#"%-,"(*&
M(4/$1*,f& .#(+#-$$16& 7*& aAg&
0"%-&"%&"%%/13&:9&,51&LB&<","c1*%5".&
-*3&U$$"+#-,"(*&B1#0"41%&eLB<UBf&
,(& "$$13"-,1& 2-$"'9& $1$:1#%&
e%.(/%1& -*3& 45"'3#1*& /*31#& Z@&
91-#%& (2& -+1f& (2& ,51& aA@N& 0"%-&
5('31#%6E51& aA@N& 0"%-& "%& -& *(*A
"$$"+#-*,& 0"%-& ,5-,& -''(8%& LB&
4($.-*"1%& ,(& 1$.'(9& 2(#1"+*&
8(#)1#%& "*& %.14"-'",9& (44/.-,"(*%&
that require theoretical or 
,145*"4-'& 1H.1#,"%16& E145*('(+9&
4($.-*"1%&31.1*3&(*&",&,(&5"#1&,1*%&
(2& ,5(/%-*3%& (2& 1$.'(911%& 1-45&
91-#&2#($&4(/*,#"1%&'")1&U*3"-&-*3&
<5"*-6&GD((+'1&"%&.#(/3&,(&%/..(#,&
(/#&*-,"(*I%&"$$"+#-*,%6&P1&K("*13&
^C& (,51#& 4($.-*"1%& ,(& .#(,14,&
,51& aAg& Y7M& .#(+#-$$1& 85"45&
%./#%&"**(0-,"(*;&4#1-,1%&K(:%&-*3&
(..(#,/*","1%;&-*3&51'.%&2-$"'"1%;J&
D((+'1&<YS&B/*3-#&>"45-"&,811,136
D((+'1&(*&=#"3-9&!"'13&-&'1+-'&:#"12&
"*& -& '-8%/",& 4-''13& B-01& O(:%& LB7&
0%& LB& M1.-#,$1*,& (2& a($1'-*3&
B14/#",96& E145& 4($.-*"1%& ,5-,&
%"+*13& (*,(& ,51& -$"4/%& :#"12&
"*4'/31& 73(:1;& 7$-c(*;& 7..'1;&
1N-9;& UNF;& U*,1';&F"4#(%(2,;&>-9>-'&
-*3& E8",,1#6GE(& %/..(#,& ,5"%&
"$.(#,-*,& .#(+#-$$1;& 81& -#1&
'1-3"*+&-*&-$"4/%&:#"12&8",5&(01#&
gC&4($.-*"1%&-*3&(#+-*"%-,"(*%&,(&
.#1%1#01&-*3&.#(,14,&,51&aAg&Y7M&
.#(+#-$$1;J& <-,51#"*1& Q-4-01#-;&
T"41& >#1%"31*,;& Q1+-';& D((+'1;&
%-"3& "*& -& :'(+& .(%,6GE5"%& :/"'3%&
(*& -*& -$"4/%& :#"12& 81& #141*,'9&
K("*13&"*&%/..(#,&(2&-&'-8%/",&!"'13&
:9& ,51& 7$1#"4-*& U$$"+#-,"(*&
Q-891#%& 7%%(4"-,"(*& ,(& 1H.13",1&
,51& 31'-913& .#(41%%"*+& ,"$1& (2&
aAg& 8(#)& -/,5(#"%-,"(*%;J& %51&
%-"36& X1*,& P-')1#;& B1*"(#& T"41&
>#1%"31*,;& D'(:-'& 722-"#%;& D((+'1;&
%-"3& aAg& Y7M& -/,5(#"%-,"(*%&
2(#& ,51& %.(/%1%& (2& 5"+5A%)"''13&
8(#)1#%&51'.&7$1#"4-*&4($.-*"1%&
#14#/",& -*3& #1,-"*& ,51& 8(#'3I%&
:1%,& ,-'1*,6GE(3-9& 81& '13& -&
:/%"*1%%& 4(-'","(*& !"'"*+&(*&:15-'2&
(2& ^C& 4($.-*"1%& ,(& .#1%1#01&
-*3& .#(,14,& ,51& .#(+#-$$1;J&

P-')1#& %-"36& GaAg& Y7M%& .#(0"31&
8(#)& -/,5(#"%-,"(*& ,(& $(#1& ,5-*&
VC;CCC& aAg& 0"%-A5('31#%& $(#1&
,5-*& VC& .1#& 41*,& 8($1*6& <STUM&
5-%& 3"%.#(.(#,"(*-,1'9& -2214,13&
8($1*6& Y*3"*+& ,5"%& .#(+#-$$1&
8(/'3& $-)1& ,5"*+%& 8(#%1;&
3"%#/.,"*+& 4-#11#%& -*3& #13/4"*+&
8-+1%;J& 51& %-"36GU,& 3(1%*I,& $-)1&
%1*%1& ,(&81'4($1&-&.1#%(*&,(& ,51&
LB& ,(&8(#)&:/,& ,(&$-)1& ",&5-#31#&
2(#& ,51"#& %.(/%1& ,(& 8(#)6& E5-,&
hurts their family and hurts our 
14(*($9& *(8& -*3& "*& ,51& 2/,/#1;J&
51&-33136E51&.'-"*,"22&"%&B-01&O(:%&
LB7;&-&+#(/.&(2&4($./,1#&8(#)1#%&
2(#$1#'9& 1$.'(913& :9& B(/,51#*&
<-'"2(#*"-& Y3"%(*& -*3& #1.'-413&
:9& 2(#1"+*& 8(#)1#%& "$.(#,13& (*&
aA@N&+/1%,&8(#)1#&0"%-%6&B-01&O(:%&
LB7& !"'13& ,51& '-8%/",& "*& ZC@?6& U,&
8-%& 31'-913& -%& 2(#$1#& .#1%"31*,&
M(*-'3& E#/$.I%& -3$"*"%,#-,"(*&
4(*%"31#13& #1%4"*3"*+& ,51& aAg&
8(#)& #/'167& 811)& -2,1#& 5"%&
"*-/+/#-,"(*& (*& O-*/-#9& ZC;& LB&
>#1%"31*,& O(1& N"31*& 8",53#18& -&
E#/$.A1#-& #/'1& #1%4"*3"*+& 8(#)&
-/,5(#"%-,"(*&2(#&aAg&0"%-&5('31#%6&

\(8;& :(,5& ,51& .'-"*,"22%& -*3& ,51&
N"31*& -3$"*"%,#-,"(*& -#1& %11)"*+&
%/$$-#9&K/3+$1*,6&U*&,51&-$"4/%&
:#"12;&D((+'1&%-"3R&GE51&#1+/'-,"(*&
-,& "%%/1& 51#1& ,51& aAg& h/'1;& LB&
M1.-#,$1*,&(2&a($1'-*3&B14/#",9;&
Y$.'(9$1*,& 7/,5(#"c-,"(*& 2(#&
<1#,-"*& aAg& M1.1*31*,& B.(/%1%;&
[C&=136&h1+6&@C;Z[g&e=1:6&Z?;&ZC@?f&
.#(0"31%& 8(#)& -/,5(#"c-,"(*& ,(&
$(#1&,5-*&VC;CCC&aAg&0"%-&5('31#%&
e%.(/%1%& (2& 41#,-"*& aA@N& 0"%-&
5('31#%f;& $(#1& ,5-*& VC& .1#& 41*,&
(2&85($&-#1&8($1*6GU*0-'"3-,"(*&
of this rule would result in these 
,-'1*,13& "*3"0"3/-'%& :1"*+& :-##13&
2#($& ,51& 8(#).'-41;& 2(#4":'9&
%101#"*+& ,1*%& (2& ,5(/%-*3%& (2&
1$.'(9$1*,& #1'-,"(*%5".%& -4#(%%&
,51& 4(/*,#9;J& ",& %-"36& E51& #1%/',%&
8(/'3& :1& /,,1#'9& 31%,#/4,"01& 2(#&
,51&2-$"'"1%& "$.-4,13i&:9& K/%,&(*1&
$1-%/#1;& -:(/,& []& .1#& 41*,& (2&
,51%1& 2-$"'"1%& 5-01& $-31& 4#/4"-'&
'"21&314"%"(*%&(*&,51&.#($"%1&(2&aAg&
1$.'(9$1*,;&"*4'/3"*+&851,51#&,(&
5-01&-&45"'3&-*3&851,51#&,(&:/9&-&
5(/%1;&",&%-"36

 Mount Sinabung, Agency. 

h/%%"-*&>#1%"31*,&T'-3"$"#&>/,"*&(*&=#"3-9&5-#%5'9&4#","4"c13&L)#-"*"-*&-/,5(#","1%&
2(#&85-,&51&31%4#":13&-%&,51"#&4#-4)3(8*&(*&,51&F(%4(8A2#"1*3'9&(..(%","(*&-$"3&
%"$$1#"*+&,1*%"(*%&:1,811*&,51&,8(&*1"+5:(#%6>/,"*I%&%,-,1$1*,&4($1%&-&3-9&-2,1#&
T"),(#&F1301345/);&85(&51-3%& ,51&S..(%","(*&>'-,2(#$& 2(#&Q"21&.-#,9;& ,51& '-#+1%,&
(..(%","(*&2(#41& "*&.-#'"-$1*,;&8-%&.'-413&/*31#&5(/%1&-##1%,&(*&,#1-%(*&45-#+1%&
,5-,& 51& 31*"136& F1301345/)& 5-%& 4'(%1& .1#%(*-'& ,"1%& 8",5& >/,"*;& ,51& +(32-,51#& (2&
5"%& 3-/+5,1#6P",5(/,& $1*,"(*"*+&
F1301345/)&:9&*-$1;&>/,"*&'-$1*,13&
85-,& 51& 31%4#":13& -%& ,51& (*+("*+&
4'1-*%"*+& (2& L)#-"*1I%& .('","4-'&
-#1*-;& %-9"*+& ,5-,& ,5(%1& 85(& 2-0(#&
4((.1#-,"(*&8",5&h/%%"-& 2-41&.('","4-'&
#1.#"%-'%6& E5(%1& %1'14,"01;& .('","4-''9&
$(,"0-,13& 314"%"(*%& -#1& -"$13& -,&
4'1-*%"*+&,51&.('","4-'&!"1'3&2#($&,5(%1&
2(#41%& 85"45& -30(4-,1& -& .1-412/'&
%1,,'1$1*,&(2& ,51&4(*!'"4,& "*&L)#-"*1I%&
%(/,51-%,& -*3& +((3A*1"+5:(#'9& ,"1%&
8",5& h/%%"-;& >/,"*& %-"3& -,& -& $11,"*+& (2& 5"%& B14/#",9& <(/*4"'6F1301345/);& __;& "%&
-44/%13& (2& ,#-*%21##"*+& ("'& -*3& +-%& .#(3/4,"(*& '"41*%1%& 2#($& (*1& (2& ,51& !"1'3%& "*&
<#"$1-& ,(& h/%%"-*& -/,5(#","1%6h/%%"-& -**1H13& L)#-"*1I%& N'-4)& B1-& .1*"*%/'-& (2&
<#"$1-&"*&ZC@g&2(''(8"*+&,51&(/%,1#&(2&L)#-"*1I%&2(#$1#&F(%4(8A2#"1*3'9&.#1%"31*,&
-*3&-'%(& ,5#18& ",%&81"+5,&:15"*3&-&%1.-#-,"%,& "*%/#+1*49& "*&1-%,1#*&L)#-"*16F(#1&
,5-*&@g;CCC&.1(.'1&5-01&:11*&)"''13&"*&%101*&91-#%&(2&!"+5,"*+&,5-,&5-%&310-%,-,13&,51&
4(/*,#9I%&1-%,1#*&"*3/%,#"-'&51-#,'-*3;&4-''13&,51&M(*:-%6

New York, Agency. 

L6B6& >#1%"31*,& O(1& N"31*& (*& =#"3-9& #10()13& -& ZC@V&
.#(4'-$-,"(*& :9& 2(#$1#& >#1%"31*,& M(*-'3& E#/$.& ,5-,&
%(/+5,&,(&:-#&,51&1*,#9&(2&"$$"+#-*,%&85(&4(/'3&*(,&.#(01&
,519&5-3&51-',5&"*%/#-*41&(#&4(/'3&4(01#&51-',54-#1&4(%,%6
U*&-*&-**(/*41$1*,&:9&,51&P5",1&a(/%1;&,51&M1$(4#-,"4&
.#1%"31*,&%-"3&,51&%/%.1*%"(*&"$.(%13&:9&5"%&h1./:'"4-*&

.#13141%%(#&G3(1%&*(,&-30-*41&,51&"*,1#1%,%&(2&,51&L*",13&
B,-,1%6GE#/$.& "%%/13& -& .#(4'-$-,"(*& "*& S4,(:1#& ZC@V&
#1W/"#"*+& -''& .#(%.14,"01& "$$"+#-*,%& ,(& %5(8& .#((2& (2&
L6B6&51-',5&"*%/#-*41&8",5"*&^C&3-9%&(2&,51"#&-##"0-'&"*&,51&
L*",13& B,-,1%& (#& 1*(/+5& $(*19& ,(& .-9& 2(#& G#1-%(*-:'9&
2(#1%11-:'1& $13"4-'& 4(%,%6J7& 2131#-'& K/3+1& :'(4)13& ,51&
51-',54-#1&#1W/"#1$1*,&:12(#1&",%&12214,"01&3-,1&-&$(*,5&
'-,1#6&N/,&"*&-&M141$:1#&ZCZC&#/'"*+;&,51&V,5&L6B6&<"#4/",&
<(/#,&(2&7..1-'%&/.51'3&,51&E#/$.&.#(4'-$-,"(*;&%-9"*+&
",&21''&8",5"*&,51&.#1%"31*,I%&1H14/,"01&.(81#6&N"31*&,(()&
(2!"41&811)%&'-,1#;&-*3&-30(4-,1%&%-"3&,51&$1-%/#1&*101#&
81*,&"*,(&12214,6&E51&P5",1&a(/%1&-*3&(,51#&L6B6&-+1*4"1%&
3"3& *(,& "$$13"-,1'9& #1%.(*3& ,(& #1W/1%,%& 2(#& 4($$1*,6&
N"31*&5-%&0(813&,(&#101#%1&$-*9&(2&E#/$.I%&#1%,#"4,"01&
"$$"+#-,"(*& .('"4"1%;& #(''"*+& :-4)& -& ,#-01'& :-*& (*& @^&
$(%,'9&F/%'"$A$-K(#",9&-*3&72#"4-*&4(/*,#"1%&-*3&5-',"*+&
4(*%,#/4,"(*&(2&,51&L6B6F1H"4(&:(#31#&8-''6E#/$.I%&"*","-'&
announcement of the health insurance requirement sent 
.#(%.14,"01&"$$"+#-*,%&%4#-$:'"*+&5,,.%Rjj8886#1/,1#%6
4($j-#,"4'1j/%A/%-A"$$"+#-,"(*A"*%/#-*41j,#/$.A
#/'1A(*A51-',5A"*%/#-*41A'1-01%A"$$"+#-*,%A4($.-*"1%&
%4#-$:'"*+A2(#A-*%81#%A"3LBXN\@k7@D_& ,(& !"+/#1& (/,&
5(8& ,(& +1,& ,51& *141%%-#9& 4(01#-+1& -*3& *-0"+-,1& L6B6&
:/#1-/4#-496U$$"+#-*,& -30(4-,1%& %-"3& ,51&.#(4'-$-,"(*&
8(/'3&5-01&:-##13&1*,#9&,(&-%&$-*9&-%&,8(A,5"#3%&(2&'1+-'&
"$$"+#-*,%& 5-3& ",& :11*& -''(813& ,(& ,-)1& 12214,6& N"31*I%&
.#(4'-$-,"(*&4-$1&-%&.-#,&(2&-&.-4)-+1&(2&-4,"(*%&'-,1&(*&
=#"3-9&#101#%"*+&%($1&'-#+1'9&%9$:('"4&.('"49&%,-,1$1*,%&
:9& E#/$.6& E5(%1& "*4'/313& ,51& 2(#$1#& .#1%"31*,I%&
1H14/,"01& (#31#%& 31#"3"*+& (*'"*1& 41*%(#%5".;& %,#11,&
.#(,1%,%&-,,-4)"*+&$(*/$1*,%&-*3&1H41%%"01&+(01#*$1*,&
#1+/'-,"(*6& 7*(,51#& (#31#& #101#%13& :9& N"31*& .#(.(%13&
:/"'3"*+&-&%4/'.,/#1&+-#31*&(2&7$1#"4-*&G51#(1%6J

New Delhi, Agency. 

72,1#& ,51& L*",13& B,-,1%& <1*,1#%& 2(#& M"%1-%1&
<(*,#('&-*3&>#101*,"(*&e<M<f&1-%13&,51&$-%)&
$-*3-,1& 2(#& 2/''9& 0-44"*-,13& .1(.'1& -+-"*%,&
<(0"3A@V;& ,51& 314"%"(*& 5-%& +1*1#-,13& -& '(,& (2&
4(*2/%"(*&-$(*+&,51&./:'"4&l&,(&81-#&$-%)%&
(#&*(,&,(bU*&-&$(01&,5-,&,-)1%&,51&L*",13&B,-,1%&
(*1& -& %,1.& 4'(%1#& ,(& .#1A.-*31$"4& '"21;& ,51&
<M<&(*&E5/#%3-9&1-%13&"*3((#&$-%)A81-#"*+&
+/"3-*41&2(#& 2/''9&0-44"*-,13&.1(.'1;&-''(8"*+&
,51$&,(&%,(.&81-#"*+&$-%)%&(/,3((#%&"*&4#(83%&
-*3& "*&$(%,& "*3((#&.'-41%6&E51&*18&+/"3-*41&
%,"''&4-''%&2(#&81-#"*+&$-%)%&"*&4#(8313&"*3((#&
%1,,"*+%& '")1& :/%1%;& .'-*1%;& 5(%.",-'%;& .#"%(*%&
-*3&5($1'1%%&%51',1#%6&N/,&,5"%&8"''&%/#1'9&:1&-&
%,1.&2(#8-#3&"*&#1(.1*"*+&8(#).'-41%;&%45(('%;&
-*3&(,51#&01*/1%6&E51&LB&<M<&5-%&-30"%13&,5-,&
2/''9& 0-44"*-,13& .1(.'1& *113& *(,&81-#&$-%)%&
85"'1& (/,3((#%& -*3& "*3((#%& "*& $(%,& .'-41%;&
-*3&*113&*(,&(:%1#01&%(4"-'&3"%,-*416&a(8101#;&
,51&#1'-H-,"(*&3(1%&*(,&-..'9&,(&%",/-,"(*%&%/45&
-%& ./:'"4& ,#-*%.(#,-,"(*& -*3& .#"%(*%6& E5(%1&
,#-01''"*+& 8",5"*& ,51& LB& *113& *(,& +1,& ,1%,13&

:12(#1& ,#-01'& (#& %1'2AW/-#-*,"*1& -2,1#& ,#-01'6&
E51& <M<& -'%(& %-"3& 0-44"*1%& -#1& 12214,"01& "*&
.#101*,"*+&,51&<(0"3A@V&-*3&#13/41&,51&#"%)&(2&
0"#/%&%.#1-3"*+6&72,1#&,51&-30"%(#9&8-%&"%%/13;&
>#1%"31*,&O(1&N"31*&-*3&T"41&>#1%"31*,&X-$-'-&
a-##"%& -..1-#13&:12(#1& #1.(#,1#%& -,& ,51&h(%1&
D-#31*& (2& ,51&P5",1& a(/%1& 8",5(/,& 81-#"*+&
$-%)%6&N"31*&5-"'13&,51&314"%"(*&-*3&4-''13&",&
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9(/& -#1& 2/''9& 0-44"*-,13;& 9(/& *(& '(*+1#& *113&
,(&81-#& -&$-%)6& D1,& 0-44"*-,13&l& (#&81-#& -&
$-%)& /*,"'& 9(/& 3(;J& 51& -33136a(8101#;& ,51&
+(01#*(#%& (2& \18& d(#);& \18& O1#%19;& \(#,5&
<-#('"*-&-*3&T"#+"*"-;&-*3&,51&$-9(#%&(2&\18&
d(#)&<",9&-*3&P-%5"*+,(*;&-''&M1$(4#-,%;&5-01&
314"313&,(&#10"18&,51&*18&+/"3-*41&2#($&,51&
<M<&:12(#1&-3(.,"*+&",6&E51&%,-,1%&(2&F-#9'-*3&
-*3&T"#+"*"-&(*&=#"3-9&%-"3&,519&81#1&2(''(8"*+&
,51& *18& +/"31'"*1%& -*3& '"2,"*+& ,51"#& "*3((#&
$-%)&$-*3-,1%6&F(%,& (2& ,51& (,51#& %,-,1%& -#1&
91,& ,(& ,-)1& -& 314"%"(*6& P",5& ,51& .-*31$"4&
4'-"$"*+&$"''"(*%&(2&'"01%&-''&-#(/*3&,51&8(#'3;&
,51&.1(.'1&(2&,51&LB&-#1&#1'/4,-*,&"*&'1,,"*+&+(&
(2& ,51& %-21,9&+/"31'"*1%& ,5-,&81#1& !"#%,& "%%/13&
,(& ,-4)'1& ,51& "*214,"(*6F-*9& -#1& 4-/+5,& "*& -&
3"'1$$-;&1%.14"-''9&"*&(2!"41%;&$-''%&-*3&#1,-"'&
%5(.%&(*&851,51#&,(&2(''(8&,51&<M<&+/"31'"*1%&
(#&8-",&/*,"'&.1(.'1&-#1&4($2(#,-:'1&8",5& ,51&
$(01& :12(#1& $-)"*+& ",& -& #/'16& 7'%(;& -%& ",& "%&
"$.(%%":'1& ,(&)*(8&851,51#&-&.1#%(*& "%& 2/''9&
0-44"*-,13&(#&*(,;& ,51#1& -#1& 4(*41#*%& ,5-,&*(&
(*1&8"''& :1&81-#"*+&$-%)%& -*3&$-*9& -$(*+&
,51$&4(/'3&:1&/*0-44"*-,136a(8101#;&

;'<%"*/+&8.'%/8%$#'%3=%)7*2)%.-85*)/-8>%

$-%<'&2%&%1&)9(%-2%8-$%$-?

@0&+/1/2%A*B8%6'1-&8)%392&/8'C)%
.2&.9+-<8%-8%72-DE*))/&%-77-)/B-8

F/+'8%2')./8+)%G2*17D'2&%

#'&0$#%/8)*2&8.'%2'H*/2'1'8$%

5-2%8'<%/11/"2&8$)

! Google is joined by 30 other 
companies to support the H-4 
EAD (Employment Authorisation 
Document) programme.

 New Delhi, Agency. China has cancelled 
-,,1$.,%&,(&4'"$:&F(/*,&Y01#1%,&2#($&",%&
%"31&(2&,51&8(#'3I%&5"+51%,&.1-)&:14-/%1&
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News in Breif

‘They could have thrown Sagar out of 

Chhatrasal… taking his life unacceptable’
   New Delhi, Agency.    

The mood is sombre in the Dhankhar household at Shiv 
Nagar, Sonepat. Menfolk, lighting bidis and sipping tea, 
sit on chairs arranged in a semi-circle in a narrow lane in 
front of the house. The women are inside dimly-lit rooms. 
The conversation among the close-knit family is tinged 
with anger and sadness.The last of the visitors have left 
after attending the terhvi, a ritual held on the thirteenth 
day after death. The family waited for only eight days after 
Sagar Dhankhar, the eldest boy and a wrestler, passed away 
on May 5.The grief of losing a 23-year-old was too much to 
bear. After Sagar’s death in a deadly brawl, Sushil Kumar, 
one of India’s most successful Olympians, went into hiding.
Sushil’s alma mater, Chhatrasal Stadium has acquired 
notoriety since Sagar, a former junior national champion 
and a 97-kg Greco-Roman wrestler, died after being 
attacked within its premises.Among those who attended 
the terhvi on Thursday were wrestlers who train at the 
famous Chhatrasal akhada in North-West Delhi. One of the 
pehelwans claims to be a witness to the alleged incident. In 
his words, he is lucky to be alive.Floral tributes and a framed 
and garlanded photograph of Sagar is placed on a table at 
the entrance of the house. Emotions are running high with 
each retelling of the alleged brutal attack on the boy who 
loved his mother’s home-made dahi.For Ashok Dhankhar, 

Sagar’s father, a head constable with Delhi Police, the events 
around the death of his son, which police claim is captured 
on a mobile phone recording, amounts to a betrayal by 
the ‘guru’.“Sagar had been at Chhatrasal for nearly eight 
years. He considered Sushil as his guru. I handed over my 
son to Mahabali Satpal, who runs Chhatrasal akhada. They 

!"#$%&'()*#)$+,')-%$)+).%/')0"'&*1'"2)3')-+&)0#/)$'(+1&)
and represented India in international competitions. He 
was proud to be part of Chhatrasal. Par guru hote hue… 
(despite being the guru),” Ashok’s voice fades.Once Sagar 
was inducted into Chhatrasal at the age of 15, his bond 
with the wrestling nursery became strong. Sagar would 
#/14)$+,').14%/5)6%&%*&)-#$'278)-')&*+4'()*-')/%5-*)#6'"9)
he woke up early to train at a local academy. “He never 
missed a day of training. He didn’t want to let down 
his mentors,” Ashok says. Narendra Dhankhar, Sagar’s 
chacha, says the feeling among the clan is that the accused 
have gone too far.“If Sagar did something wrong, they 
could have slapped him or thrown him out of Chhatrasal 
for good. They should have called me up or his father 
and told us what he was doing and why it could not be 
tolerated. We would have advised Sagar. But taking his 
life is unacceptable,” Narendra says.Delhi Police, after 
conducting unsuccessful raids to nab Sushil, have issued 
a lookout notice against the two-time Olympic medallist 

over his alleged role in Sagar’s death. An FIR of murder, 
abduction and criminal conspiracy has been registered 
against him.Sagar also seems to have been in the wrong 
company. One of Sagar’s friends, Sonu Mahal, who was 
injured in the brawl and is a key witness, has links with 
gangster Kala Jatheri, is what Delhi Police have ascertained. 
Sonu from Sonepat is a contract killer. He is also named as 

one of the accused who waylaid a police van in Jhajjar and 
murdered three undertrials and injured two policemen. 
A ‘highly desperate criminal’ is how Sonu is described in 
the criminal dossier. It was Sonu who informed the cops 
about Sushil’s alleged involvement in the brawl.Sushil 
distanced himself from the brawl in the only comment he 
has made so far. “They weren’t our wrestlers, it happened 
1+*')1+&*)/%5-*2):')-+6')%/8#"$'()!#1%;')#8.%;%+1&)*-+*)&#$')
unknown people jumped into our premises and fought. 
No connection of our stadium with this incident,” Sushil 
had told ANI.Among those giving Ashok moral support 
is wrestler Ravinder, a Chhatrasal trainee, who claims he 
was with Sagar on the fateful night.“I won’t be training at 
Chhatrasal anymore. I will cut all links with Chhatrasal. An 
akhada is like a spiritual place for a wrestler. With Sagar’s 
death, Chhatrasal is not the same hallowed place for me. 
There are other wrestlers who will leave too,” Ravinder 
says. A news report about Sushil seeking refuge with a yoga 
guru in Haridwar is the topic of conversation in Sagar’s 
house at the end of the terhvi. The family has lived here, 
close to Mission Chowk, for three decades. They have deep 
roots in the area. Everyone has a Chhatrasal-Sushil-Sagar 
story to narrate.Narendra talks about a bond between 
Sushil and his nephew. “Till recently, Sushil took Sagar 
along when he stepped out of Chhatrasal Stadium for any 
work. Sagar was six-foot plus, close to 100 kilograms.

Never imagined getting hospital bed 
!"#$%&'(&)"&%*+,*-#$./&012#31&4*516*

Mumbai, Agency. 

Crushing the pain barrier to save a Test match 
is by no measure a small feat but for Hanuma 
Vihari, the biggest satisfaction these days 
comes from being able to arrange a hospital bed 
or oxygen cylinders for desperate COVID-19 
patients through a network of friends.The surge 
in fatalities and cases during the pandemic’s 
second wave has created an unprecedented 
health crisis where social media has become 
an important tool to seek and give emergency 
help.A lot of Indian cricketers have been 
(#%/5) *-'%")<%*9) "+/5%/5) 8"#$)$+,%/5) .%/+/;%+1)
donations to helping people procure essential 
medical care. Vihari, while being in the UK for 
his county stint, has used his Twitter handle to 
amplify appeals for help. He has also created 
a team of 100 volunteers, comprising friends 
and followers from across Andhra Pradesh, 
Telangana and Karnataka.Just like Congress 
leader BV Srinivas in New Delhi, Vihari’s 
friends and followers have reached people 
with plasma, oxygen cylinders and arranged 
food and hospital beds for patients.“I don’t 
want to glorify myself. I am doing it with the 

intention of helping people at the ground level, 
who actually need every help possible in these 
(%8.%;=1*)*%$'&2)7*)%&)>=&*)*-')&*+"*9?)*-')@AB4'+"B
old told PTI in an exclusive interview.Vihari left 
for England in early April to play in the English 
county for Warwickshire and is expected to 
join the Indian team directly in the UK when 
they arrive on June Vihari, like every Indian, 

has been shocked by the obstacles that 
COVID-19 patients and their families have 
'/;#=/*'"'()#/)+)(+%14)<+&%&2)C-')(%8.%;=1*%'&)
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hospital beds, oxygen supplies and essential 
medicines.“With the second wave being so 
&*"#/59)5'**%/5)+)<'()<';+$')+)(%8.%;=1*4)+/()
that is something which is unthinkable. So, I 
decided to use my followers as my volunteers 
and help as many people as I can,” Vihari, who 
has more than 110,000 followers, said.“My 
goal is to actually mainly reach out to those 
people who are not able to afford or arrange 
for plasma, beds and essential medicine. But 
this is not enough. I would like to do more 
service in the future,” said the man, who has 
624 runs in 11 Tests.For Vihari, when the 
distress calls and messages for help started 
pouring in, he wanted to create a network 

of help givers and he found that support from 
common people, his own family and Andhra 
teammates like Prithviraj Yarra.“I built my own 
team. It’s all about good intentions and people 
do get inspired and come out to help me.“I 
have around 100 people on a WhatsApp group 
as volunteers and it’s their hard work that we 

have been able to help a few people. Yes, I am 
a cricketer, well known but I am able to help 
because of their untiring efforts to reach the 
distressed,” said Vihari.e started on Twitter 
but his team has now spread across various 
platforms to help and when he is not facing a 
Stuart Broad or Olly Stone in the biting cold 
English weather, he personally ensures that 
he and his friends vet all the appeals for help.“I 
started as one and now we have many friends 
in different platforms through my following on 
social media. I send them requests I get and they 
do the search. I chip in if any recommendations 
are required or to post on social media,” Vihari 
said. “Even my wife, sister and few of my 
Andhra teammates are part of my volunteer 
team. It’s so heartening to see their support,” 
Vihari said. Talking about India’s upcoming 
tour of England, Vihari said that if he is asked to 
#!'/)+*)&#$')!#%/*)(="%/5)*-').%6'BC'&*)&'"%'&9)
he is not averse to the idea.“I will do anything 
the team asks of me,” said the man who batted 
for three and half hours with a torn hamstring 
to save the Sydney Test against Australia earlier 
this year.I batted top of the order most of my 
career so I’m familiar to the challenge,” 

Berlin, Agency. 

On this day in 2017, Punam Raut and Deepti 
Sharma walked out in the middle to open the 
innings for India against minnows Ireland in a 
bid to prepare for the upcoming World Cup. In 
Smriti Mandhana’s absence, a young Deepti was 
asked to open the innings alongside veteran Raut. 
India were expected to dominate, but not in the 
way they did. A few hours later, the history books 
would need revising as they ended up breaking 
the record for the highest opening partnership 
in the history of white-ball cricket, both men’s 
and women’s."ree years later, Raut recalls how 
the record-breaking day panned out and the 
overwhelming response she received from the 
cricketing fraternity, fans and media in a chat 
with indianexpress.com. "e opening duo were 
off to a good start and were enjoying themselves, 
pouncing on every opportunity to hit the ball to the 
fence. It was not until the 43rd over of the innings, 
when the score went past 280, that the opening 
pair realised that they were onto something big at 
Potchefstroom. “When we approached 280-90, we 
realised that we were going to break some record,” 
Raut recalled that she vaguely remembered the 
Sri Lankan opening partnership (286) being the 

highest till then.READ | Opening partnerships 
which helped India rule ODIsIt was not until a$er 
the innings when they realised that they had made 
history when the phones started buzzing. “I had 
a vague idea but it was a$er the match when we 
saw our phones that we realised that something 
big had happened. My WhatsApp was full of 
messages. "ere were calls for interviews from all 
over the world,” recalled Raut, as if the partnership 
happened yesterday."e 320-run partnership was 
not a smooth ride all along, with their energy levels 
beginning to drop towards the end. However, the 
flurry of boundaries did give them a breather for 

the two.“We were just trying to lay a foundation 
and focusing on our process. We did get tired but 
we were not running too many singles or doubles.
At one point I didn’t get the strike for almost five 
overs and she (Deepti) was hitting boundary a$er 
boundary towards the leg side. "at’s why there 
was so much gap in our (individual) scores at 
the end,” the 30-year-old veteran batter said.Not 
just the partnership record, Deepti also ended 
up breaking the boundary record in her splendid 
knock of 188. She hit 27 boundaries and two sixes 
in the innings. She broke the record till then held 
by New Zealand’s Rachel Priest, who had hit 23 

boundaries in an innings in 2015 against Sri 
Lanka. Raut fondly remembers her contribution 
of 109 in the partnership, in which she said both 
“just enjoyed their time in the middle”. She also 
recalls how tired she was while fielding, waiting 
for Ireland’s innings to end.During the lockdown, 
the Mumbai batter shared a photo on Twitter with 
Deepti, remembering the day they had scaled 
one of cricket’s all-time records. "e opener also 
talked about how she’s been keeping fit during 
the lockdown.“Well, I have been following 
the workout regime sent by my trainers. But 
fitness levels have gone down a bit during the 
lockdown,” she said.With Shafali Verma and 
Smriti Mandhana opening the innings, Raut is 
likely to be pushed to No.3 in the ODI format.“I 
have been playing as a No.3 player and have done 
well in the previous series. I did well on the tours 
of West Indies and South Africa last year,” said 
Raut, who scored 307 runs in eight innings at an 
average of 38.37, including three half-centuries. 
Raut has not played a T20I in six years. On being 
asked whether the selectors have moved on from 
her, she said that she is not concerned about her 
selection.“As far as T20I comeback is concerned, 
it’s not like my game is not suited for the format.

My WhatsApp was full: Punam Raut relives 
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   New Delhi, Agency.    

Ousted Indian women’s cricket team 
coach WV Raman has written to BCCI 
president Sourav Ganguly, alleging that 
there is a “prima donna culture” in the 
national team and it needs to change.
In the mail that has also been marked 
to National Cricket Academy head 
Rahul Dravid, Raman has also offered 
to present a roadmap for women’s 
cricket in the country, if asked.In a 
surprising move, the former India Test 
player was not retained as the head 
coach of the senior women’s team by 
the Cricket Advisory Committee (CAC) 
which picked Ramesh Powar for the 
top job. Raman’s major achievements 
%/;1=('() +) "=//'"&B=!) .%/%&-) 8#") *-')
side at the women’s T20 World Cup last 
year. “As far as I know, Raman has said 
that he has always ‘believed in team 
being placed above everybody else, and 
insisted that no individual can really 
be a prima donna’,” a source privy to 
Raman’s mail told PTI.he stylish former 

left-hander’s crisp letter to the two 
8#"$'");+!*+%/&) %&)&="') *#)"=8.1')+) 8'0)
feathers given that it has always been 
the coaches who have either stepped 
aside or sacked following fallouts with 
players, most notably ODI captain 
Mithali Raj.While Raman’s letter didn’t 
name anyone, it is understood that he 
has spoken extensively about the star 
culture that prevails in the team, which 
he said is probably doing more harm 
than good.

Melbourne, Agency. 
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striker Jeje Lalpekhlua has been patrolling 
a long stretch of Tuichang river in his native 
E%F#"+$)*#)!"'6'/*)G#6'".%&-%/5?)+/()-'1!)
&=&*+%/) *-') 1%6'1%-##() #8) 1#;+1) .%&-'"$'/2
The Tuichang river recently created a 
1#*) #8) <=FF) (=') *#) #6'".%&-%/59) 8#";%/5)
the locals to keep an eye on it constantly. 
One of them was the Blue Tigers and SC 
East Bengal forward.The footballer, along 
with a number of youth from his village 
— Model Veng Hnahthial — formed a 
group that works day and night to help 
preserve the ecosystem of the river that 
.1#0&) ;1#&') *#) *-'%") -#$'&2) GH6'".%&-%/5)
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in the Tuichang river over the years. It was 
turning out to be a big problem, even for the 
1#;+1) .%&-'"$'/9)0-#) ('!'/() #/) *-') "%6'")
for their livelihoods,” Jeje said to the-aiff.
com.The local people of Model Veng have 
%('/*%.%'()+)IJJ$)&*"'*;-)+1#/5) *-')<+/,&)
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to have their spawning ground, where they 
set up a 24-hour patrol, taking different 
&-%8*&9)*#)!"'6'/*)#6'".%&-%/52GH6'")*-')1+&*)
year, we have all taken turns to patrol this 
stretch to make sure that nobody catches 
.%&-)%/)*-%&)+"'+2)7*K&)6'"4)%$!#"*+/*)8#")=&)*#)
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areas. Just with this small step we are 
already seeing the results,” said Jeje.“There 
+"')&#)$+/4) .%&-) %/) *-')"%6'")/#0)L)1#;+1)
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many in the river for years.“The guys in 
the village have really worked hard to 
ensure that this happens. They have all 
taken rotating shifts around the clock for 
24 hours to keep an eye on the river banks. 
I have also been helping out whenever I’ve 
been in town,” he continued.“Of course, it’s 
not always possible during the season when 
0') -+6') *#) &!'/() .%6')$#/*-&) %/) *-') <%#B
bubble in the Hero ISL.”Jeje and the other 
men have been in constant touch with the 
local government authorities who have also 

stood by and supported their conservation 
activities.“We have been in touch with the 
Forest Department of Mizoram. If there are 
any issues, we inform them. They too lend 
=&) &=!!#"*9?) &+%() M'>'2GC-'"') %&) +) .%&-%/5)
area not very far from the parts where 
we set up our patrol. But since that is not 
exactly a spawning area, it has not had as 
much effect.”Jeje feels that it is important 
to keep everyone’s interest in mind when 
it comes to protecting the environment.
This is not just an issue for Mizoram. 
Depletion of resources is an issue that the 
whole world is facing right now. The world 
is getting warmer, and other creatures are 
being affected.“We humans have created 
this problem, and we are the ones who 
/''() *#) &'*) %*) "%5-*2) C-') .%&-) +"') 6+1=+<1')
food resources for many. So we need to be 
&'1';*%6')0%*-)#=") .%&-%/52) GC-'&')+"')6'"4)
&$+11) &*'!&9) <=*) *-'4K"') /#*) 6'"4) (%8.%;=1*2)
If we can continue, some world will be a 
much better place to live in after 7-8 years.”

India footballer Jeje Lalpekhlua patrols 
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‘Prima donna culture of India has to end’: 
WV Raman writes to Ganguly, Dravid

Milan, Agency. Rookie wicketkeeper-batter 
Indrani Roy from Jharkhand was rewarded 
with maiden Test and ODI call-up for India’s 
tour of England next month but senior left-
arm spinner Rajeshwari Gayakwad missed 
out as she is recovering from COVID-19.The 
29-year-old Gayakwad is also nursing an 
injury.The Neetu David-led selection panel 
made a course correction with teen batting 
sensation Shafali Verma and seasoned 
pacer Shikha Pandey making it to all three 
squads after their South Africa home series 
snubs.“This time Neetu and her colleagues 
didn’t go for any outrageous experiments. 
Shafali and Shikha were two of the earliest 
names listed in all three squads. There 
was one Swetha Verma of UP whose name 
was discussed but it was found that she 
hasn’t even scored 200 runs in a season,” 
a source close to developments told PTI 
on conditions of anonymity.India Women 
are set to tour England in mid-June. (File)
Rookie wicketkeeper-batter Indrani Roy 
from Jharkhand was rewarded with maiden 
Test and ODI call-up for India’s tour of 
England next month but senior left-arm 
spinner Rajeshwari Gayakwad missed out 
as she is recovering from COVID-19.The 
29-year-old Gayakwad is also nursing an 
injury.The Neetu David-led selection panel 
made a course correction with teen batting 
sensation Shafali Verma and seasoned 
pacer Shikha Pandey making it to all three 
squads after their South Africa home series 
snubs.“This time Neetu and her colleagues 
didn’t go for any outrageous experiments. 
Shafali and Shikha were two of the earliest 
names listed in all three squads. There was 
one Swetha Verma of UP whose name was 
discussed but it was found that she hasn’t 
even scored 200 runs in a season,” a source 
close to developments told PTI on conditions 
of anonymity.Sneh Rana and Indrani were 
two stellar performers in the National One 
Day competition and thus got their call-ups.
The controversial picks of the last time 
like Monica Patel, C Prathyusha have been 
dropped from the squad altogether in the 
team selection meeting which was keenly 
followed by BCCI president Sourav Ganguly 
and secretary Jay Shah.
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Roy gets maiden call-up
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New Delhi, Agency. The Karnataka High 
Court today granted interim relief to 
Amazon by staying the investigation into 
alleged anti-competitive practices on the 
part of the e-commerce giant ordered by the 
Competition Commission of India (CCI) last 
month. The stay will continue to operate 
!"#$%&#'(&)*##(+&$,&'(*+-&.$"*%%/0&1'(&2%(*&
.$%(-&3/&4)*56"&7*,&*-)$##(-&3/&*&8$"9%(&
:!-9(&;("<'&6=&:!,#$<(&>8&?$"(,'&@!)*+0&1'(&
Court has further granted eight weeks to the 
+(,26"-("#&#6&.$%(&*&<6!"#(+0&A"&#'(&26$"#&6=&
preferred sellers by Amazon, the CCI order 
takes note of the allegation that e-commerce 
platforms have a direct nexus with the 
preferred sellers “by way of direct or 
indirect ownership or some understanding”.
The order goes on to state that, “there 
was a prima facie exclusive partnership 
between smartphone manufacturers and 
ecommerce platforms”. When asked by the 
High Court on this point, the agreement 
between Amazon and a seller was 
produced by the counsel appearing for 
?BC0&A"&#'$,&*,2(<#D&#'(&E$9'&F6!+#&,#*#(-&
that CCI had wrongly placed reliance on an 
agreement between Amazon and the seller 
while passing the order for investigation 
dated January 13. Thus, the Court held that 
prima facie, the assumption of the CCI is 
wrong. “In this view, the matter requires 
consideration and therefore, the order 
dated 13.01.2019 remains stayed.” Before 
passing the order, the Court considered the 
*+9!)("#,&2!#&=6+#'&3/&8("$6+&4-G6<*#(&
?'/*"&F'$""*22*D&*22(*+$"9&6"&3('*%=& 
of Flipkart. 

Karnataka HC stays CCI order 
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New Delhi, Agency. &C!#'66#&H$"*"<(&
reported 66 percent YoY jump in its 
<6",6%$-*#(-&"(#&2+6.$#&#6&I,&JKL&<+6+(&$"&
#'(&M!*+#(+&("-(-&?(<()3(+&NKOP&*9*$",#&
2+6.$#&6=&I,&QJR&<+6+(0&16#*%&$"<6)(&+6,(&
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ODSOS&<+6+(&$"&#'(&/(*+T*96&2(+$6-0&?!+$"9&
the quarter, gold loan assets increased by 
I,&NDSJL&<+6+(0&F6)2*"/&)*"*9()("#&'*,&
taken a hike in the interest rate from the 
)6"#'&6=&:!"(&7'$<'&$,&"67&+(.%(<#$"9&$"&
#'(&26+#=6%$60&C*"*9()("#&'*,&9!$-(-&UFV&
standard provision at 1.33% while write 
6==&$,&#6&3(&*+6!"-&OKTOR&32,&6=&#'(&%6*"&
*,,(#,0&A#'(+&(W2(",(,&$"<+(*,(&)*$"%/&6"&
*<<6!"#&6=&+("#*%&(W2(",(,D&I,&NO&<+6+(&
6=&C1C&%6,,&=6+&=6+($9"&(W<'*"9(&%6,,&
*"-&I,&QQ&<+6+(&*-G(+#$,()("#&(W2(",(,0&
C*"*9()("#&'*,&9!$-(-&#'(&$"<+()("#*%&
A>UX&$,&#6&3(&-+$G("&3/&*-G(+#$,()("#&
expense. In the housing, book management 
'*,&9!$-(-&#6&("-&!2&*#&I,&NDNKK&<+6+(&
7$#'&#'(&-$,3!+,()("#&6=&I,&SKKTPKK&
<+6+(&$"&HYNO0&I64&$,&(W2(<#(-&#6&)*$"#*$"&
NZ0&C*"*9()("#&'*,&9!$-(-&#6&[((2&#'(&
liquidity high in the book going level.
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from conference call

New Delhi, Agency. &8'*+(,&6=&\"-!,\"-&;*"[&
,%$22(-&Q&2(+&<("#&#6&'$#&*"&6G(+&#'+((T/(*+&
%67&6=&I,&ODOJN&6"&#'(&;8U&6"&H+$-*/&*)$-&
concerns over rising bad loans. The private 
sector lender’s stock was trading at its lowest 
level since January 10, 2017. It has now fallen 
3(%67&$#,&2+(G$6!,&%67&6=&I,&ODOPND&#6!<'(-&
6"&A<#63(+&OOD&NKOP0&\"&#'(&2*,#&,$W&#+*-$"9&
days, IndusInd Bank’s stock price has slipped 
11 per cent, as compared to a marginal 
K0OS&2(+&<("#&+$,(&$"&#'(&3("<')*+[&8]>&
;8U&8(",(W0&&A"&H(3+!*+/&OOD&+*#$"9&*9("</&
C66-/^,&-67"9+*-(-&#'(&2+$G*#(&%("-(+^,&
outlook to negative from stable on account of 
the risk of further asset quality deterioration. 
_AG(+&#'(&%*,#&=(7&M!*+#(+,D&#'(&3*"[&'*,&,(("&
deterioration in its asset quality, particularly 
$"&#'(&<6+26+*#(&,(9)("#0&1$9'#&+(.$"*"<$"9&
conditions for borrowers were a key trigger 
for the crystallization of nonperforming 
%6*",&`a>V,bDc&C66-/^,&\"G(,#6+,&8(+G$<(&
,*$-0&I(.$"*"<$"9&<6"-$#$6",&+()*$"&
tight, especially for weaker borrowers. In 
particular, the bank has a relatively higher 
exposure to real estate compared to other 
3*"[,&`*#&*+6!"-&J&2(+&<("#&6=&$#,&%6*"&366[&
6"&?(<()3(+&LOD&NKOP0
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New Delhi, Agency.  
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the government. “We are examining that. It 
is under consideration. You will very shortly 
'(*+& 6"& #'*#& =+6)& I;\Dc& ?*,& #6%-& +(26+#(+,&
after a customary post-Budget interaction 
7$#'& .$"*"<(& )$"$,#(+& a$+)*%*& 8$#'*+*)*"&
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from July to June while the government 
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Jalan panel set up to review the economic 
capital framework of the central bank had 
recommended both accounting years should 
3(&$"&,/"<&3(9$""$"9&NKNKTNO0&_1'(&I;\&76!%-&
be able to provide better estimates of the 
projected surplus transfers to the government 
=6+&#'(&.$"*"<$*%&/(*+&=6+&3!-9(#$"9&2!+26,(,Dc&
the Jalan panel had said. The panel had also 
said that the alignment of accounting years 
could reduce the need for the payout of an 
$"#(+$)& -$G$-("-& 3/& #'(& I;\0& _1'(& 2*/)("#&
of an interim dividend may then be restricted 
to extraordinary circumstances,” it had said. 
I(2%/$"9& #6& *& M!(,#$6"& 6"& $"#(+$)&-$G$-("-D&

?*,&,*$-&$=&*&-(<$,$6"&$,&#*[("&6"&#'(&)*##(+D&
$#&7$%%&3(&!2%6*-(-&6"&#'(&I;\&7(3,$#(&*,&2*+#&
6=& #'(&)$"!#(,0& _A"& $"#(+$)& -$G$-("-D& #'(+(&
has been a lot of speculation outside. As and 
7'("& $#& <6)(,&!2& =6+& -$,<!,,$6"& $"& #'(&I;\&
board, you will automatically come to know,” 
'(&,*$-0&A"&+(26+#,&6=&*&-(%*/& $"&#'(&)(+9(+&
of 10 public sector banks announced on 30 
4!9!,#D& 8$#'*+*)*"& ,*$-D& _\& -6"^#& ,((& *"/&
reason to hold back or any reason particularly 
<*!,$"9& #'(& -(%*/& =6+& *"/& "6#$.$<*#$6"& #6&
come. You will hear it as and when a decision 
is taken.” The governor said he does see 

*"/& $".%*#$6"*+/& $)2*<#&6=& #'(&;!-9(#&HYNO0&
_?$+(<#& $".%*#$6"*+/& $)2*<#& 6=& *"/& 3!-9(#&
$,& #'(& .$,<*%& -(.$<$#& "!)3(+D& $=& 36++67$"9&
goes up. The government has adhered to 
#'(& 2+$"<$2%(& 6=& .$,<*%& 2+!-("<(0& 1'(& -(.$<$#&
numbers for the current year and next year 
are very much within the parameters of 
#'(& HI;C& <6))$##((& +(<6))("-*#$6"0&
Good part of the government borrowings is 
3!-9(#(-& #6& <6)(& =+6)& ,)*%%& ,*G$"9,0& 86& \&
-6"^#& ,((&)!<'&6=& $".%*#$6"& $)2*<#Dc&'(&,*$-0&
?*,&,*$-&-(<%$"$"9&<+!-(&6$%&2+$<(,&7$%%&'*G(&
*& 26,$#$G(& $)2*<#& 6"& $".%*#$6"0& _1'(& )*$"&
,2$[(& $,& <6)$"9& =+6)& =66-& $".%*#$6"D& #'*#& $,&

vegetables and protein $#(),0&F6+(&$".%*#$6"&
has slightly edged up because of revision of 
#(%(<6)&#*+$==,Dc&'(&*--(-0&A"& #+*",)$,,$6"&
6=&+*#(&<!#,D&?*,&,*$-&$#&$,&,#(*-$%/&$)2+6G$"9&
and should improve more in the coming 
months. “Transmission to fresh rupee loans 
'*,& $"<+(*,(-& =+6)& QP& 32,& $"& ?(<()3(+&
C>F&)((#&#6&dP&32,&$"&H(3+!*+/&C>F&)((#0&
It’s a consequence of rate cuts, surplus 
liquidity which we have ensured in the 
system and external benchmarking which 
7*,&3+6!9'#&$"#6&62(+*#$6"&=+6)&O&A<#63(+&
6"7*+-,Dc& '(& *--(-0& ?*,& *%,6& ,*$-& <+(-$#&
offtake is gathering pace. “Flow of credit for 
commercial sector from all sectors including 
from banks, domestic markets and external 
commercial borrowings has increased 
=+6)& O& #+$%%$6"& -!+$"9& 42+$%& #6& 8(2#()3(+&
2(+$6-& #6& S0R& #+$%%$6"& -!+$"9& A<#63(+& #6&
January period. Within that, bank credit 
to commercial sector fell by 1.3 trillion 
-!+$"9& 42+$%& #6& 8(2#()3(+& 7'$%(& -!+$"9&
A<#63(+&#6&:*"!*+/&2(+$6-D&$#&'*,&+(9$,#(+(-&
*&26,$#$G(&9+67#'&6=&N0S&#+$%%$6"0&F+(-$#&.%67&
is slowly and steadily reviving. Because of 
the measures announced by the government 
*"-& I;\& 2+$6+& #6& #'(& ;!-9(#& *"-& *=#(+& #'(&
3!-9(#D&7(& '62(& <+(-$#& .%67& #6& $)2+6G(& $"&
coming days,” he added.

Duty relief proposed for Harley 
motorcycles ahead of Trump visit

New Delhi, Agency.  

\"& *& )6G(& #'*#& 7$%%& 3("(.$#& E*+%(/T?*G$-,6"D&
\"-$*&'*,&2+626,(-&*&"(7&#*+$==&<%*,,$.$<*#$6"&=6+&
motorcycles with cylinder capacity exceeding 
1,600 cc, imports of which will be taxed in 
single digits. The plan is part of ongoing trade 
#*%[,&7$#'&#'(&e80&\"-$*&'*-&2+(G$6!,%/&+(-!<(-&
the duty on completely built units (CBUs) of 
)6#6+</<%(,& 6=& *%%& ("9$"(& <*2*<$#$(,& #6& RKZ&
from 100%. The bikes are a sore point with 
e80& >+(,$-("#& ?6"*%-& 1+!)2D& 7'6& '*,& <$#(-&
-!#$(,&6"&E*+%(/T?*G$-,6"&$"&'$,&#+*-(T+(%*#(-&
criticism of India, will be visiting this month. 
_1'(& $,,!(& 6=& E*+%(/T?*G$-,6"& $,& *%+(*-/&
resolved. We will reduce the duty on the bikes 
*36G(&ODdKK&<<&#6&*&,$"9%(&-$9$#Dc&,*$-&*"&6=.$<$*%&
aware of the development, adding that India 
7$%%&<+(*#(&*&"(7&E8&<6-(&=6+&,!<'&3$[(,0

\"-$*& <!++("#%/& <%*,,$.$(,& )6#6+</<%(,& *,&
#'6,(&7$#'&("9$"(&<*2*<$#$(,&6=&SR&<<D&NRK&<<D&RKK&
<<&*"-&JKK&<<&6+&*36G(0&\"-$*&<!++("#%/&<%*,,$.$(,&
motorcycles as those with engine capacities of 
SR&<<D&NRK&<<D&RKK&<<&*"-&JKK&<<&6+&*36G(0&UG(+/&
#+*-(-& 2+6-!<#& $,& <*#(96+$,(-& !"-(+& *"& E8a&
code (harmonised system of nomenclature) the 

9%63*%&,/,#()*#$<&<%*,,$.$<*#$6"&6=&966-,0&\"&#'(&
42+$%T?(<()3(+&2(+$6-D&\"-$*&$)26+#(-&fNK0dL&
million of motorcycles with cylinder capacity 
*36G(&JKK&<<0&&1+!)2D&7'6&$,&,<'(-!%(-&#6&G$,$#&

\"-$*&6"&H(3+!*+/&NQTNRD&'*-&%*,#&/(*+&#(+)(-&
#'(&RKZ& #*+$==,& 6"& ,!<'&3$[(,D& (G("&*=#(+& #'(/&
were slashed from 100%, as “unacceptable”. 
8(2*+*#(%/D& \"-$*& '*,& *%,6& ,6!9'#& *& +(-!<#$6"&

in the H-1B visa fee as part of ongoing trade 
"(96#$*#$6",& 7$#'& #'(& e80& g*,'$"9#6"& '*,&
proposed doubling the cost of such visas to 
fLDKKKTQDKKK0&A=.$<$*%,&,*$-&\"-$*&'*,&2!,'(-&=6+&
a reduction in this cost. India has also ruled out 
any tariff cuts for American milk but insisted 
6"&)*"-*#6+/&<(+#$.$<*#$6"&6=&-*$+/&2+6-!<#,&3/&
G(#(+$"*+/& 6=.$<$*%,D& ,2(<$=/$"9& #'*#& #'(& ,6!+<(&
animal was not raised on feed made of bovine 
(W#+*<#,0&A=.$<$*%,&,*$-&#'*#&<'$<[("&%(9,&*+(&"6#&
part of the talks. 

“There are no tariff cuts for milk the issue 
$,& 6=& )*+[(#& *<<(,,Dc& #'(& 6=.$<$*%& ,*$-0& A"& #'(&
other hand, India is keen to get market access 
=6+& $#,& )*"96(,& *"-& 9+*2(,0& A"& #'(& $,,!(& 6=&
+(,#6+*#$6"&6=&3("(.$#,&!"-(+& #'(&h8>D& 6=.$<$*%,&
said despite revocation of the scheme in June 
last year, exports under these lines have risen 
faster than other Indian exports. “There is 
"6& 26%$#$<*%& !+9("</& 6"& h8>Dc& #'(& 6=.$<$*%& ,*$-0&
_\"-$*& $,& <%(*+&*36!#& #'(&3("(.$#,& $#&7*"#,&*"-&
if a deal does not work out, we will do a free 
trade agreement directly.” In medical devices, 
India is considering a trade margin approach 
and not a blanket price cap as that might lower 
the quality of the devices that come in.

New Delhi, Agency.  

Automobile dealers’ body 
6"& 8*#!+-*/& *,[(-& G('$<%(&
manufacturers to shift 
7'6%(,*%(&-(,2*#<'(,&#6&;8TB\&
compliant vehicles only, with 
#'(& 8!2+()(& F6!+#& +(=!,$"9&
its request to extend deadline 
for sale and registration of 
;8T\B&G('$<%(,&3(/6"-&42+$%&O0&
The Federation of Automobile 
?(*%(+,& 4,,6<$*#$6",& `H4?4b&
said considering the long 
downturn that has lasted 
well over a year now and the 
current dynamic demand 
situation, selling 100 per cent 
6=&#'(&;8T\B&G('$<%(,&<!++("#%/&
$"&,#6<[&7$#'&$#,&)()3(+,&3/&C*+<'&LO&$,&*&#6!9'&#*,[0&_H4?4D&'("<(D&*22(*%,&#6&*%%&
AUC,& `6+$9$"*%&(M!$2)("#&)*"!=*<#!+(,b& #6& ,'$=#& <6)2%(#(%/& #6&;8TB\&G('$<%(,& =6+&
*%%&7'6%(,*%(&-(,2*#<'(,& #6&-(*%(+,&*"-&,#62& =!+#'(+&3$%%$"9&6=&;8T\B&G('$<%(,&7$#'&
$))(-$*#(&(==(<#&#6&-(*%(+,D&#'(+(3/&'(%2$"9&%$M!$-*#$6"&6=&#'(&<!++("#&;8T\B&$"G("#6+/&
=6+&*&,)66#'(+&#+*",$#$6"&#6&;8TB\Dc&H4?4&>+(,$-("#&4,'$,'&@*%(&,*$-&$"&*&,#*#()("#0&
\"&*"&$"#(+"*%&)(,,*9(&<$+<!%*#(-&#6&-(*%(+,D&#'(&H4?4&2+(,$-("#&*%,6&*-G$,(-&-(*%(+,&
#6&2%*"&%$M!$-*#$6"&6=&;8T\B&$"G("#6+/&*,&2(+&C*+<'&LOD&NKNKD&-(*-%$"(&=6+&,*%(&*"-&
+(9$,#+*#$6"&6=&;8T\B&G('$<%(,0&A"&H+$-*/D& #'(&*2(W&<6!+#&'*-&+(i(<#(-&*"&*22(*%&3/&
H4?4&#6&*%%67&,*%(&*"-&+(9$,#+*#$6"&6=&;8T\B&G('$<%(,&3(/6"-&C*+<'&LO0

Mumbai, Agency.

\"-$*^,&41C&62(+*#6+,^&*,,6<$*#$6"&'*,&7+$##("&
#6& #'(& I(,(+G(& ;*"[& 6=& \"-$*& `I;\b& ,(([$"9& *&
hike in the interchange fee paid by customers 
on cash withdrawals, saying their businesses 
7$%%& _3%((-0c& 1'$,& <6!%-& ,$9"$.$<*"#%/& $)2*<#&
#'(& +6%%6!#& 6=& "(7& 41C,& $"& *& <6!"#+/& *%+(*-/&
battling low teller machine penetration. The 
<6"#("#$6"&6=& #'(,(&62(+*#6+,& $,& #'*#& #'(&I;\^,&
increased compliance standards on security and 
maintenance has increased the cost of running 
the teller machines without a corresponding 
increase in the revenues these companies make 
through fees accrued.

The current interchange fee has been set 
3/& I;\& *#& I,0OR& 2(+& #+*",*<#$6"&7$#'& *& <*2& 6=&
.$G(& =+((& #+*",*<#$6",& 2(+& <!,#6)(+D& 7'$<'&
#'(& F6"=(-(+*#$6"& 6=& 41C& $"-!,#+/& 6+& F41C$&
feels is not enough for sustenance of daily 
operations. “The continued bleeding is not only 
$)2*<#$"9& #'(& G$*3$%$#/& 6=& 41C& 3!,$"(,,(,& 3!#&
'*,& ,$9"$.$<*"#%/& ,%67(-& -67"& "(7& +6%%6!#,&
36#'&3/&3*"[,&*"-&7'$#(&%*3(%&41C&62(+*#6+,Dc&
said the February 13 letter addressed to a senior 
I;\&(W(<!#$G(0&_\"&#'(&)(*"7'$%(D&I;\&'*,&3(("&
relentless in demanding implementation of 
various compliance/control measures such as 

+6%%6!#&6=&UCB,&(#<&7'$<'& $,& =!+#'(+& $)2*<#$"9&
sustainability of industry players.” A high-level 
<6))$##((&,(#!2&3/&#'(&I;\&(*+%$(+& $"&NKOP&#6&
+(<6))("-&7*/,&#6&$"<+(*,(&41C&2("(#+*#$6"&
$"& #'(& <6!"#+/& '*-& ,!3)$##(-& $#,& .$"-$"9,& #6&
#'(& <("#+*%& 3*"[& $"& ?(<()3(+0& 1'(& 2+$)*+/&
recommendation of the six-member committee 
was to hike the interchange fee, sources with 
-$+(<#&["67%(-9(&#6%-&U10&&H6+&!+3*"&*+(*,&7'(+(&
#'(&262!%*#$6"&$,&)6+(&#'*"&O&)$%%$6"&#'(&41C&
committee has recommended an interchange 
=((&6=&I,&OS&6"&.$"*"<$*%&*"-&I,&S&6"&"6"T.$"*"<$*%&
transactions. It has also suggested capping free 
41C&7$#'-+*7*%,&#6&#'+((0&H6+&+!+*%&*"-&,()$T
urban areas where the population is less than 
1 million, the committee has recommended 
*"& $"#(+<'*"9(& =((& 6=& I,& OJ& =6+& .$"*"<$*%& *"-&

I,&J& =6+& "6"T.$"*"<$*%& #+*",*<#$6",D&7'$%(& =+((&
#+*",*<#$6",& <6!%-& 3(& ,$W0& 1'(& I;\& <6))$##((&
was headed by Indian Banks’ Association 
<'$(=&Bh&@*""*"&*"-& $"<%!-(-&a>F\&FUA&?$%$2&
4,3(D& #76& ,("$6+& F41C$& +(2+(,("#*#$G(,D& 8;\&
<'$(=& 9("(+*%& )*"*9(+& h@& a*$+& *"-& E?HF&
%$*3$%$#$(,& '(*-&h& 8*)2*#'&@!)*+0&C(*"7'$%(D&
,6!+<(,&#6%-&U1&#'*#&-(%$3(+*#$6"&6"&#'(&,<62(&
of implementation of these recommendations 
is yet to get underway at the central bank 
level even as the industry is widely expecting 
a positive follow up on the committee report. 
_a>F\&'*,&,#*+#(-&76+[&6"&#'(&41C&<6))$##((&
recommendations at the back end because it 
*%,6&+(M!$+(,&,6=#7*+(&#7(*[,&3!#&#'(&I;\

is yet to take any material decision on the 
implementation of these suggestions,” said an 
6=.$<$*%&*7*+(&6=&#'(&-$,<!,,$6",0&4,&2(+&#'(&%*#(,#&
I;\&-*#*D& #'(+(& *+(&NNSDKKK&41C,&62(+*#$6"*%&
across the country, of which 21,300 are white-
label machines and the rest are owned by the 
banks. Historical central bank data shows that 
#'(& 9+67#'&6=& #(%%(+&)*<'$"(,&2(*[(-& $"&NKOJ&
as banks stopped installing them owing to high 
<6,#,0&?*#*&*%,6&,'67(-&#'*#&6"%/&6"(&6!#&6=&.$G(&
41C,&7(+(&-(2%6/(-& $"&+!+*%&9(69+*2'$(,0&H6+&
private sector banks, the rural deployment rate 
$,&%(,,&#'*"&6"(&=6+&(G(+/&OK&41C,0

6K8')+-*".)*?'?--E'9$&9-*'(--?')%'F$.9/*"F"#? 64.)'/-"#-*?J',)/5'"?E?'3-9$!#-'2"E-*?'.)'
?9$L'!)2+#-.-#5'.)'DM1NC'!)2+#$"%.'4%$.?

Mumbai, Agency.  

\#& $,& $"<!)3("#& 6"& #'(& #(%<6,& #6& .$"-& )6"(/& *"-& 7$%%&
be safe to presume that they would have made some 
*++*"9()("#,&=6+&$#&3/&"67D&8;\&<'*$+)*"&I*i"$,'&@!)*+&
said on Friday. He also said that the bank will be passing 
6"&*%%&#'(&3("(.$#,&6=&#'(&<*,'&+(,(+G(&+*#$6&`FIIb&+(%$(=,&
on small ticket loans to the borrowers and a decision on 
the same will be done before April 1. The comments on 
#(%(<6)& <6)2*"$(,& <6)(& 6"& *& -*/&7'("& #'(& 8!2+()(&
Court made it clear that they will have to cough up the 
I,&O0QS&%*['&<+6+(&$"&*-i!,#(-&9+6,,&+(G("!(&`4hIb&-!(,&
and also questioned why contempt proceedings should 
not be initiated against those who are coming in way 
of implementing its order. “It is now for the telecom 
<6)2*"$(,&#6&-(<$-(&'67&7$%%&#'(/&.$"-&#'(&)6"(/&6+&7'*#&
course of action they will take,” Kumar told reporters on 
#'(& ,$-(%$"(,& 6=& #'(& *""!*%& a1VH& '(+(0& _1'(/& `#(%<6,b&
would have made their arrangements is what I presume,” 
Kumar said, adding that it has not been approached by 
any of the telecom company. The payments to be made by 
#'(&<6)2*"$(,&$"<%!-(&I,&RLDKKK&<+6+(&3/&B6-*=6"(&\-(*D&
I,&LRDRKK&<+6+(&3/&;'*+#$&4$+#(%&*"-&I,&OQDKKK&<+6+(&3/&
the now defunct Tata Teleservices.
@!)*+&,*$-&#'(&3*"[&'*,&*&I,&NPDKKK&<+6+(&(W26,!+(&

#6&#'(&#(%(<6)&,(<#6+&*"-&*"6#'(+&!2&#6&I,&OQDKKK&<+6+(&
in non-fund based exposure which will devolve only if 
there is a non-payment of dues. Its gross non-performing 
*,,(#,&$"<%!-(&I,&PDKKK&<+6+(&=+6)&#'(&#(%(<6)&,(<#6+D&'(&

said, adding that it has been provided for in full and the 
bank has decided not to set aside money against standard 
*,,(#,&#'(+(0&A"&#'(&FII&3("(.$#&2*,,&#'+6!9'D&'(&,*$-&#'(&
next review of the external benchmark-linked rates is 
scheduled to take place in April 1, but an announcement 
will be made before that as well. The bank, at present, is 
<*%<!%*#$"9&7'*#&(W*<#%/&7$%%&3(&#'(&3("(.$#&6=& #'(&I;\^,&
move announced on February 6 and the quantum of the 
3("(.$#&#6&#'(&("-&<!,#6)(+&7$%%&3(&,66"&*++$G(-&*#0
C(*"7'$%(D& 6"& #'(& #+6!3%(,& 6=& Y(,& ;*"[D& @!)*+&

,*$-&8;\&*%,6&'*-&#6&<6"#("-&7$#'&_)(,,c&3(<*!,(&6=&$#,&
corporate lending like the private sector lender, but could 
absorb the impact because of its size while the smaller 
sized Yes Bank suffered. The impact on both the banks 
7*,&_)6+(&6+&%(,,&#'(&,*)(D&'(&,*$-0&E(&<%*$)(-&8;\&$,&#'(&
biggest e-commerce player at present through its digital 
banking offering ‘Yono’ if one were to exclude pure-play 
players in the segment.

MDC'O).'6++*)"!9-/',5'6%5'K-#-!)2'P)2+"%5'
.)':$%"%!-'6QI'R4-?S'M"5?'P9"$*2"%New Delhi, Agency.  

a(7& ?(%'$j& I;\& h6G(+"6+& 8'*[#$[*"#*& ?*,& 6"& 8*#!+-*/& ,*$-&
it will have internal discussions in case there are any issues 
*+$,$"9& 6!#& 6=& #'(& 8!2+()(& F6!+#& 6+-(+& +(9*+-$"9& 4hI& -!(,0&
A"& H+$-*/D& #'(& 8!2+()(&
Court threatened contempt 
proceedings against top 
executives of Bharti Airtel, 
B6-*=6"(& \-(*& *"-& 6#'(+&
#(%(<6)&.$+),& =6+& =*$%$"9&#6&
comply with its directive 
#6& 2*/& *"& (,#$)*#(-& I,&
O0QS& %*['& <+6+(& $"& 2*,#&
-!(,0&?*,&-$-&"6#&6==(+&*"/&
,2(<$.$<& <6))("#,& *36!#&
the order, which might have 
+*)$.$<*#$6",& 6"& 3*"[,&
$"& #(+),& 6=& #'($+& (W26,!+(& #6& #'(& .$"*"<$*%%/T,#+(,,(-& #(%(<6)&
<6)2*"$(,0&g'("&*,[(-&*36!#& #'(&6+-(+D&?*,&,*$-& $#&76!%-&3(&
internally deliberated upon, if at all there are issues arising out of 
$#0&A"&H+$-*/D&8#*#(&;*"[&6=&\"-$*&`8;\b&F'*$+)*"&I*i"$,'&@!)*+&
,*$-&$#&7*,&$"<!)3("#&6"&#(%(<6)&<6)2*"$(,&#6&.$"-&)6"(/&*"-&
that it would be safe to presume that they would have made 
some arrangements for it by now. His remarks came hours after 
#'(&*2(W&<6!+#&6+-(+&6"&#'(&*-i!,#(-&9+6,,&+(G("!(&`4hIb&-!(,&
)*##(+0&C(*"7'$%(D&*--+(,,$"9&#'(&)(-$*&*=#(+&#'(&I;\^,&36*+-&
)((#$"9&'(+(D&?*,&,*$-&#'*#&<+(-$#&9+67#'&$,&(W2(<#(-&#6&2$<[&!2&
$"& #'(& <6)$"9&)6"#',0& H$"*"<(&C$"$,#(+& a$+)*%*& 8$#'*+*)*"D&
7'6& *%,6& *--+(,,(-& #'(& 36*+-D& ,*$-& #'(& .$"*"<(&)$"$,#+/&7*,&
)6"$#6+$"9&3*"[,&6"&<+(-$#&.%67&#6&#'(&*9+$<!%#!+(&,(<#6+0

M4+*-2-'P)4*.')*/-*')%'6QI'/4-?T'R"?'?"5?'F$##'
/$?!4??'$%.-*%"##5'$('"%5'$??4-?'"*$?-')4.')('$.

!  As of now, the RBI’s 
accounting year runs 
from July to June while the 
government follows the 
!"#$%&'(#)*+,$-)(%+./(#

!  Das said declining crude oil 
prices will have a positive 
$0"()1+23+$3,%(1$23
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